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Sisimiut, the second largest settlement of the country is the northernmost town with an 
ice free harbour. It is very important for the fishing industry of the country. Its harbour 
consists of two main quays, the Atlantic and the Fisher. These facilities have been 
outstripped due to the rapidly increase in number of calls and volume of TEU per year 
mainly during 2004 to 2006. With this reasoning, a need of an extension of the harbour 
has become real, and this Thesis is going to start its study with the analysis in two 
different fields: on-shore and off-shore.  

The on-shore is mainly studied to characterize the rock mass structure and its material. 
The structure of the rock mass is needed for tunnelling operations, which are going to 
provide a space used as a warehouse, by Royal Greenland. This has been studied on-
site and its safest orientation was 172º clockwise from the North. The material found in 
the area has been Charnockite (which is similar to granite). 

The off-shore part of study includes an extraction of sediment samples and a scan of 
the sea bed. The first operation has been carried out by a mechanic grab and has 
ended up with an asymmetric distribution of sediments in Sisimiut Bay. In the front 
coast, very muddy sediments are accumulated, which entailed shallow depths. On the 
contrary, in the coastline where the current harbour lays nowadays, larger depths have 
been found as well as a more rocky sea bed.  

Continuing this first interpretation, a numerical analysis of the wave dynamics, 
generated by wind, with a fetch of around 400 km is set-up. For its computation, the 
worst case of water level has been implemented together with the worst wind direction 
and the worst speed acting constantly during 24h in the whole domain. The main 
significant results have been: Significant Wave Height≈2.3 meters and Mean Wave 
Period≈8 seconds. The wave direction tends to lead the wave trains to the innermost 
part of the Bay.  

In the last part of this Thesis, the Final Design, the best location for the extension is 
thought to be in the Atlantic and Fisher quay, distributing the total berth length into two 
different parts. On one hand, the Atlantic quay is thought to be focused just on 
container cargo handling. Its extension will increase more than 1.5 times the area of 
the current quay. On the other hand, the Fisher quay is going to be divided in two 
different alienations, the first one for the trawlers cargo handling, which will double its 
actual surface, and the other one, totally new, for passenger ships calls, extending an 
open berth along the coastline to the left. Finally the anchorage area has not 
represented a problem due to sufficient space on the Bay, or in unexpected conditions, 
placed off-shore. 
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Sisimiut, la segona ciutat més gran de Groenlàndia, és considerada la ciutat ubicada 
més al nord que ofereix una navegació lliure de gel fins al seu port. Aquesta és molt 
important per a la indústria  pesquera del país. El seu port està constituït, 
principalment, de dos molls, anomenats Atlàntic i Pesquer respectivament. Aquests 
han vist sobrepassades les seves capacitats degut al ràpid increment de nombre 
d‟arribades i volum de TEU per any, el qual tingué lloc majoritàriament entre l‟any 2004 
i 2006. Amb aquest raonament, la necessitat d‟ampliació del port ha resultat ser una 
realitat, i per això aquesta tesina té com a objectiu d‟estudi dos camps diferents: estudi 
del terreny i de les condicions marítimes. 
 
La part del terreny és analitzada amb l‟objectiu de caracteritzar l‟estructura de la 
massa rocosa i el seu material. L‟estructura de la roca és necessària per operacions 
de tunel·latge, les quals proveïran d‟un espai útil per a emmagatzematge a l‟empresa 
Royal Greenland. Aquest estudi s‟ha dut a terme a terreny donant lloc a la direcció 
més segura, 172º respecte al Nord. El material que forma la massa rocosa és 
Charnoquite (que és similar al granit). 
 
La part de l‟estudi corresponent a la marítima inclou extracció de mostres de 
sediments marins i un escanner del llit marí. La primera part es duguè a terme 
mitjançant un recollidor mecànic i ha donat com a resultat una distribució asimétrica 
dels sediments a la badia de Sisimiut. A la costa d‟en front del port actual s‟acumulen 
sediments fangosos, que impliquen poca profunditat. Pel contrari, a la costa on es 
troba el port actual, profunditats més significatives donen lloc a un llit marítim més 
rocós. 

Continuant amb aquesta primera interpretació, s‟ha dut a terme una anàlisi numérica 
de l‟onatge, generat pel vent amb una área d‟actuació d‟uns 400 km. Per a aquest 
model, s‟ha implementat el nivel de marea més baix juntament amb la pitjor dirección i 
velocitat de vent actuant constantment durant 24 hores en tot el domini. Els resultats 
més significatius han estat: Altura d‟ona significativa≈2.3 metres i Període de l‟ona 
mitjana≈8 segons. La dirección de l‟onatge tendeix a dirigir els trens d‟ones cap a 
l‟interior de la Badia. 

En l‟última part d‟aquesta Tesina, el Disseny final per a l‟ampliació, el millor 
emplaçament ha resultat estar en el moll Atlàntic i en el Pesquer, distribuint la longitud 
d‟atracament en dos parts diferents. Per una banda, el moll Atlàntic s‟ha pensat 
d‟utilitzar-lo només per a manipulació de contenidors. Aquesta ampliació augmentarà  
l‟àrea en 1.5 vegades l‟actual. D‟altra banda, el  moll Pesquer será dividit en dos 
alineacions diferents, la primera centrada en activitat pesquera, la qual veu doblada la 
seva área inicial, i la segona, completament nova, será utilitzada per a creuers i 
vaixells de passatgers, extenent un amarrador d‟estructura oberta que s‟extén cap a 
l‟esquerra al llarg de la línea de costa. Finalment, l'àrea d'ancoratge no ha representat 
un problema a causa d'un espai suficient a la badia, o en condicions inesperades, 
col.locat fora de la costa. 
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The idea of this Thesis came from the real needs of Sisimiut‟s citizens regarding the 

fishing industry, trawler calls and the tourism, all of them increasing rapidly over the 

years. 

Sisimiut, a town in south-western Greenland north of the Arctic Circle and 

approximately located in 66°55′N 53°40′W,  is the second largest town in the country as 

well as the northernmost city with an ice-free harbour. It is placed at the northern part 

of Southwest Greenland, the only area of the country where ships can navigate almost 

unimpeded in relation to sea ice all year around. Known as the “pearl of the coast”, the 

first settlement was established 30 km north to the actual location a little over 250 

years ago by a whaling colony. This was relocated to a more suitable place, the actual 

one, just at the foot of Kællingehætten Mountain. 

As it was the reason of the first colony, the town has grown up around its harbour and 

its inhabitants have been, and still are, connected to the fishing industry. Historically, it 

has been the first factory and shipyard in the country and it is nowadays the largest 

prawn processing factory in the country. 

A part from the needs from the fishing industry in the harbour, the ones from the 

trawler, containerships and cruise landings have to be also taken into account. These 

conditionings have the main requirements regarding quay and storage surface. 

Moreover IAPP (Directorate of Housing and Infrastructure) has been having the wish of 

1. Introduction and Thesis objective 
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implementing containerisation of freight traffic, which experienced a strong 

development between 2004 and 2006 and is still developing and increasing its 

transport nowadays. This fact together with the prevision of migration from North to 

South Greenland entailed a strategy for harbours rebuilding was planned in Greenland 

in year 2002. In this strategy, Sisimiut harbour was one of the most important 

objectives which is expected to create better conditions for containerships and large 

trawlers, so that will improve organization of the area together with an appeal for 

migration. In the last past years, Sisimiut‟s population hasn‟t experienced any 

significant growth and the situation is in fact stagnant nowadays. Although not very 

high expectations are put into this development, there is the hope of increasing this 

feature due to an improvement in the industry facilities of the town. A change in the 

trend of the southernmost cities of the country is expected to occur in the next 20-30 

years. 

Regarding the harbour extension, this Thesis will start taking in consideration the state 

of the art of the harbour nowadays, as well as its current and future needs. Right after 

this, some fieldwork will be done to approach and know better the real conditions and 

surroundings. This part will be divided into two different fields: off-shore and on-shore. 

The off-shore part will be studied by scanning the sea bottom by eco-sounder, in order 

to find out the bathymetry of the area, and finally some sediments samples will be 

taken and analyzed to have an idea of the sea bed structure in the Bay. The onshore 

part will study the rock mass structure as well as the rock properties. Continuing this 

study, a numerical model of the wave dynamics will be carried out to know the wave 

properties at their worst conditions. Finally to reach the aim of this Project, harbour 

features and requirements will be described, compared, studied and discussed in the 

last two sections (Chapter 7 and 8). 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Figure 1 & Figure 2. Situation map of Sisimiut and Greenland ( [1]), respectively (Source: Google Maps). 
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In this Chapter, a description of Sisimiut features will be introduced for the knowledge 

of the readers. This is indispensable for the understanding of the surroundings which 

will be crucial at the time of the analysis of the conditionings and for the later design. 

First, a global vision of the town itself, its economical motor, its development and 

limitations, will be taken into account. Thereafter, the state-of-the-art of Sisimiut 

harbour will be described.  

2.1 Industry 

As mentioned in the Introduction of this Thesis, Sisimiut harbour is the most northerly 

harbour in Greenland which is open and ice-free all year round. The harbour is a centre 

of active fishing and both large trawlers and smaller fishing vessels are native to the 

town.  

Sisimiut‟s economy is mainly dependent on the fishing sector. There are many 

fishermen in the town, but Royal Greenland is producing the largest volumes of freight 

which must be transported by boat and may be stored in the terminal before transiting 

to the corresponding settlements/cities. This Group has the biggest shrimp factory in 

Greenland, so that makes the studied harbour one of the most important ones in the 

country due to the transit of this cargo as well as the container cargo. 

2. Background 
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2.2 Population 

Another feature which could influence on the traffic and the population‟s needs for the 

harbour is the trend of population development. This study was carried out in the paper 

from  [1]. Here, a stable situation all over eleven years (1990-2001) was determined. 

The total number of inhabitants in the town at that time, 2001, was 5 165.  

The population was slightly increasing in the beginning of the mentioned period but in 

the last years it got stagnant. At the end of this study, at 2001, the migration of people 

was increasing while the number of births was decreasing; this was the factor which 

caused a stable situation. For the moment there is no reason to expect an actual 

population growth within plan horizon unless migration from villages to cities could 

affect the current situation. The Building and Construction School, the only building 

higher technical educational center in Greenland could be another fact which may 

develop some migration. 

2.3 The Urban case 

Urban planning is expected in those settlements with greatest growth potential and with 

good transport links, to the detriment of other smaller villages. Here, if a migration from 

other villages would start to take place, it would probably be due to the development of 

industry and education would become of great importance, but especially the 

expansion of air and sea traffic infrastructures would be crucial for this expectations. 

2.4 Sisimiut’s limitations 

Due to the features mentioned above, Simiut does have incentives for attracting 

migration, but there are several missing infrastructures which restrict this development: 

the poor port conditions and the inexistence of a road between Sisimiut and 

Kangerlussuaq (where the main airport in Greenland is located). 

On one hand, the first restriction prevents the town to attract larger trawlers, and the 

little opportunity to establish an international airport there.  On the other hand, the 

implementation of a road in between the mentioned towns may arise in a greater need 

for port expansion. This last one is, however, not going to be studied in this report. 
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2.5 State-of-the-art 

Sisimiut port is composed by two main quays, the Atlantic quay and the Fisher quay 

and some smaller ones such as the Offshore quay, the Skonnert quay and the Losse 

quay.  

The Atlantic quay is nowadays used for several and the most important purposes, the 

main ones are the container cargo handling, by Royal Arctic Line, and the other 

important one, mainly during summer time, is the cruise calls. This is the largest quay 

in the harbour used for the largest vessels and for the most important cargo handling 

operations, mainly in containers. It handles the passenger ships serving the whole of 

Greenland‟s west coast and it is where more than 50 cruise liners call in to the town 

each year. Each week, it receives large, ocean-going supply ships and from here there 

is further shipping to Qanaaq and Kangerlussuaq. In this area, the Warehouse is also 

located. In here, the operations to prepare mini and normal containers are carried out, 

using quite a big area (orange star in Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Location of the Fishery and Atlantic harbour  respectively (Source:  [2]) 

The Fisher quay is used for trawlers off-loading cargo and some pallets storage. The 

Offshore quay is normally used by Artic Umiaq Line for passenger national transport. 

The Skonnert quay is used for the berthing of several and very different types of 

relatively small ships. And finally, the Losse quay, due to its proximity to the shrimps 

factory (red star in Figure 3), has become a part of Royal Greenland Group. Here, this 
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part of the harbour is mainly used by this factory‟s needs. The other areas of the 

harbour are fulfilled with small trawlers and small fishing and some private boats. 

However, the problem of Sisimiut harbour is that its most important quay, the Atlantic 

quay, is only 60 meters long, and consequently, this length does not seem sufficient to 

operate passenger cruise, container ships and larger trawlers.  

Regarding to some analysis provided by Laust Løgstrup from Sisimiut Municipality, it is 

visible how the mentioned quay has experienced an important increase in the number 

of containers handled as well as the number of calls per year eventhough this second 

feature is not shown in the Figure below. 

 

Figure 4. Number of containers handled in the Atlantic quay (Source: Laust Løgstrup). 

As Figure 4 shows, Sisimiut Harbour has doubled the number of containers between 

2004 and 2006, and has even increased the cruise ships arrivals during the last few 

years. This has happened at the same time as the freight quantities have also 

increased. The increased numbers of trawlers catching prawns outside Sisimiut gives 

more landings with the frozen catch. Therefore, there is also a need to secure more 

space for reefers on the harbour. 

For this reasoning the Authorities of the town finally decided that the mentioned 

extension must become a reality in few years. 
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2.6 Project 

Hence, the aim of this Thesis will be to analyze the conditionings which influence when 

choosing the best location and designing an extension for the Atlantic quay. First, an 

introduction to the necessary parameters, to concern about, will be done. To this, a 

consequent field work will provide some on-site information and data, and a further 

numerical model will conclude the conditionings for the best site location. The design 

will be done checking some requirements of the current needs and restrictions due to 

berthing and operating. 
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Physical planning covers the collection, processing and use of all relevant data 

regarding the harbour design. The natural conditions of the site where it is planned to 

build the harbour influences the orientation of the port components very much. They 

also influence in terms of choosing their location, the materials and structures used and 

so, they have effects on the cost estimates of the harbour design. 

These elements are defined following [2] guidelines: 

- Climatic conditions: i.e. winds, temperatures, rainfall and humidity; 

- Oceanographic conditions: i.e. waves, tides, currents, sediment transport and ice 

conditions; 

- Topographic conditions and hydrographic conditions; 

- Soil conditions. 

Apart from the influence of the natural conditions on planning and designing a harbour, 

some other considerations should also be taken into account at the earlier steps. The 

definition of the needs is the basis to start such project. They determine the necessary 

surface and so, it is a first step for determining the location; they can also be later 

translated into facilities requirements. 

3. Physical Planning 
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Hence, after defining the elements stated before, alternative locations and executed 

site investigations can be determined right afterwards. 

This is mainly what this thesis is intended to do. The investigation and analysis of the 

natural conditions, together with the needs, will be studied to be able to select a final 

location as well as the type of structure and design. 

3.1 Climatic Conditions 

Of the climatic conditions, wind is, by far, the most important one either for its direct 

effects on the structures, equipment and ships or for its indirect effects. This last ones 

consider the generation of the waves, which in Sisimiut site will have quite importance. 

3.1.1Winds 

Wind patterns vary a lot from region to region and they greatly influence the berth 

orientation, bollard design on ships, and they will decrease the effectiveness on the 

operation of certain cargo-handling installations. 

It is usual that two mean directions exist in the same location, and they are normally 

opposite. Berths, where possible, should be orientated parallel to the predominant wind 

direction/s. 

An exception from this obvious rule is the case where a significant current is running 

through the specific area. Since water density is approximately 1000 times the air 

density, a rather weak current will normally create larger forces than the wind, which 

will, consequently, become the dominant factor in regarding to orientation of the berth. 

There can also be some locations where special wind conditions can be created. 

There, local measurements through a suitable period can be used for the evaluation of 

long-term wave climates on the basis of short-term measurements. 

Taking in consideration recommendations from  [3], it should be known that Sisimiut‟s 

harbour is, at the moment, mainly operating with trawlers, freight and cruise ships as 

well as smaller fishing ships.  

Thus, the following wind velocities are suggested as limits for tankers and big trawlers: 

-Approximately 10 m/s during berthing of tankers. 

-About 20 m/s will stop the loading/unloading operations. 
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3.1.2 Temperature, rainfall and humidity 

Extreme temperatures, rainfall and humidity can cause interruptions of cargo handling 

operations. In Sisimiut‟s case, lower temperatures than 5ºC require special attention at 

the time of building works and procedures. 

Finally, rainfall is the integral part in the design of the drainage and sewer systems. 

3.2 Oceanographic Conditions 

Wave, tides and currents are the conditionings which influence, by far, the harbour 

components, so that they will have to be taken into account at the time of its design.  

3.2.1 Waves 

Waves are of great importance regarding the mooring of the ships and the structures. 

They are of overriding importance for determining the interesting harbour extension 

layout. 

A natural wave train can be described as the superposition of many small individual 

sinusoidal waves each of which is characterized by its frequency and height; this is  

known as the Frequency Spectrum (it will be calculated after the modelling). It shows 

the distribution of the energy density over the frequencies. These waves are not just 

unidirectional, but they spread all over the 360 rose-degree. Thus all the properties of a 

wave train (heights, period and direction) can only be realistic when considering their 

characteristic parameters, based on calculations of the moments of the spectrum. 

𝑚𝑛 =  𝑓𝑛𝑆 𝑓 𝑑𝑓
∞

0
      (1) 

where 𝑚𝑛  is the nth-moment of the spectrum, 𝑓 is the frequency and S  is the spectral 

density function.  This statistical definition is made by considering that the sea state is 

stationary during three hours, even though it changes constantly. Two of the typical 

parameters used are 𝑇02 =  
𝑚2

𝑚0
 and the Significant wave height 𝐻𝑚0 = 𝐻𝑆 = 1.6 · 𝐻 , 

which for a Rayleigh distribution: 

𝐻𝑚0 = 4 𝑚0      (2) 

Two of the most well-know frequency spectrums are Pierson-Moskowitz and Jonswap 

spectrums. The first one is based on measurements taken from the Atlantic Oean and 
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was the first widely used until the second one appeared from measurements from the 

North Sea. 

These frequency spectrums let understand the difference between wind waves and 

swell as well as the directional spreading of waves (see Section 6. Result’s 

Discussion). This last feature is of great importance for port works; it may have 

significant effects on Sisimiut‟s harbour on movements, fender and mooring forces of a 

ship. See Figure 5 where it is clear how the continuous line, with more directional 

spreading, has usually greater movements than a less directional spread wave train. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) movements measured in meters on the y-axis related to the 
frequency (x-axis). On the axis the frequency is measured from 0.10 to 0.20 Hz. While the movements 

have a maximum value of 1.6 m. The continuous line describes a short wave crest while the discontinuous 
line represents long wave crests. The numbers on both sides of the lines represents different kinds of 

movements from 1 to 6, but this is of less importance in this analysis. 

Another most important task is the determination of the significant wave height which 

will be used to determine the dimensions of the structure to be designed. This design 

wave parameter should be based in a record of certain duration (maximum few 

decades long) and a return period should be estimated by statistical analysis. In the 

present case, since no wave recording is available, the return period in which the 

design criteria will be based on, will depend just on the wind register. 

Due to the mentioned importance of the waves‟ behavior on the design of a facility 

which is affected by them, it was decided to give great emphasis to the numerical 

model in this Thesis. 
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3.2.2 Tides and storm surges 

Astronomical effects on hydrodynamics are probably the best understood phenomena 

in this field. These effects produce the so-called tides which are a very regular water 

level variation. They depend on the gravitational forces caused between the Sun, the 

moon and the Earth, depending on their position in respect to the others. When the 

three heavenly bodies are aligned, their forces contribute one to the other and so 

higher tide levels occurs, they are known as “springs”. On the contrary when they are 

not aligned but forming a 90 degrees angle, the tidal range is at its minimum and they 

are known as “neaps”.  

 

Figure 6. Astronomical interactions forming “springs” and “neaps”. (Source: Wikipedia) 

Apart from these Sun-moon-Earth alienation effects, the rotation of the Earth also 

produces some water level differences. They produce three different types: diurnal, 

semidiurnal and mixed and are basically based on the peaks over one day. The first 

one has a single peak every day, while the second one uses to have two peak water 

levels (one higher than the other one). Concerning the mixed tides, they have two 

peaks, as the semidiurnal, but also two low water levels, a higher low and a lower low. 

The earth coastlines have a different tide type depending on their coordenates (see 

Section 5.4.3 Water level conditions). 

Regarding the storm surges (typically provoked by tropical cyclones) it is good to know 

that because of the wind blowing constantly during a certain period of time offshore 

may end up with a set-up at the shoreline. This fact has severe consequences when 

combined with the maximum tidal range values. 
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3.2.3 Currents 

All vertical movements of the water are transformed into currents, as well as wind 

shear on the water surface may also cause currents. These are usually of rare 

importance through their direct effect over the facilities structures, but are important 

through their effects on ships. Whether moving or mooring may be affected by currents 

and also the sediment transportation may result in erosion and/or accumulation. 

3.3 Topographic and Hydrographic Conditions 

Land topography and nearshore hydrography are nearly the two main factors which are 

taken into account for the site selection. Ports often require large areas of level land 

immediately adjacent to areas of water with considerable water depths, and removal 

and transportation of sediments are very costly, economically speaking. Hence, an 

extensive location with large depths and with no accumulation of sediment transports 

would be the most suitable for a port location. 

3.4 Geology Conditions 

In planning and design phase also the geology plays an important role. It is important 

to know the distribution of rocks‟ origin. It should give important information of the joints 

and fissures. Not only rocks at or near the ground surface are significant, but also the 

rocks exposed in coastal cliffs would have to be able to cope with waves‟ forces. 

Volcanic activity should also be a great matter of interest. 
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Following the explanations of the previous Chapter, and focusing to some of the main 

features to take into account in a harbour design, some fieldwork was carried out in 

August 2009. This has been necessary for a better understanding of the real mass 

structure, topography and hydrodynamics in the area. As it has been mentioned earlier, 

the fieldwork was distributed in two main parts: on-shore and off-shore. 

The first one was mainly related to the discontinuities of the mass structure and the 

identification of the material itself and was the first one to be carried out on-site. The 

second one entailed bathymetric measures as well as sediment samples extraction.  

To do so, on one hand, the terrain was examined by compass and orientation of joints 

and their dip direction was measured. On the other hand, the bottom of the sea has 

been mapped by ecosounder, some samples of sediments have been taken and 

analyzed and the waves will be further studied in this Thesis. 

4.1 On-shore 

This first part of the fieldwork was based on the geology and rock mass structure of the 

area. It was just carried out in the area which lays beside the current harbour, into the 

left. This area is shown in Figure 10. Geologically speaking, it should be mentioned that 

the area is located in the central part of the Nagssugtoqidian fold belt, characterized by 

4. Fieldwork 
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charnockite rock, which is approx. 1800000 years old and there is presence of 

plagioclase (mineral from Feldspar family).  

In this area, the rock structure was of great interest because a tunnel has thought to be 

built here. It is thought of being used as a warehouse where to keep the goods coming 

from the prawn‟s factory. For this, a 100m length tunnel would be needed in the area.  

The Authorities would like to have it right next to the Shrimp‟s Factory keeping the 

temperature below zero, in winter time, so that energy savings can be achieved. 

The problematic of this civil engineering work is the mechanics of the rock mass 

structure. Two different types of failures will be keen on occur in the area: 

a) Sliding Failure – conditions for the sliding of a wedge from the ceiling. 

b) Free fall Failure – conditions for free fall of a wedge from the ceiling. Three 

discontinuities are needed. 

 

 

To come up with the type of failure, it is necessary to do a density diagram of the joints 

system to analyze the rock mass structure on a stereographic projection in a paper. 

4.1.1 Procedure 

First of all, the basement rock was identified and samples were taken to check the 

types of minerals and the foliation that have been formed all over the years. Secondly, 

measurements of scattered joints (which were fairly constant) and identification of the 

joint system were carried out by compass to project it on a paper. Orientations and dip 

Figure 7. Different failure types. ( a) Sliding Failure b) Free fall Failure (Source: Tema 10 – 
Túnels, notes from geologic engineering, UPC Barcelona). 

a) 

 

 

 

b) 
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directions were found out as well as other secondary joints were also observed. In the 

following Figure, an example of the rock structure and the fieldwork is shown: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.2 Practical hitches 

Some joint systems were very hard to see due to vegetation in the area. 

4.1.3 Results 

The result of the geology on-site was a homogeneous spread of the same material all 

over the entire area. Here there are some of the most meaningful samples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Example of a joint‟s system (blocky structure) and on-site measurements 
respectively. 

 

Figure 9. Samples of the material on-site. 
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A  foliated “Charnockite” can be seen, due to metamorphism, with vanes of quartz. This 

assemblage of hard rock is an igneous mass rock, similar to granite which suffered 

other granulit-facies. In this case (west Greenland) this rock comes from Precambrian 

ages and is one of the oldest found on earth  [4]. 

This Charcnockite was found with some green-feldspar, quartz and mica. Also 

amphibolites and sulphide-minerals are common in the area. 

The mass structure has strong crack patterns and foliation, already expected because 

of being located in the Nagssugtoqidian fold belt, which created strong stresses in the 

internal structure.  

In the following figure two principle foliation joints‟ systems can be recognized (in red 

and green), as well as another third direction which the other cracks‟ dip tends to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Joint systems found out in the area where the tunnel is supposed to be built. 

All the main joint systems are supposed to have several hundreds of meters deep. In 

the cracks there is a visible humidity which comes down from Kællingehætten 

Mountain and which contributes to the weathering of the rock mass. These 
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measurements end up with the following result, after being drawn in a stereographic 

map. 

 

Figure 11. Measurements drawn in a stereographic projection (Source:Stereonet). 

Here different families can be identified, where two of them are the most important 

ones. The intersection of these joint systems can cause the two mentioned types of 

failure. To determine which one is occurring in the area, the following map will be very 

useful: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As it is visible, both of them occur here. Hence, stabilizing methods will be needed in 

any case. But, to minimize their cost, the safest direction to orientate and dig the tunnel 

must be found out. This is carried out by the method of the “Joint Rosette”, which is a 

Figure 12. Classification of the type of failures present in the rock mass structure 
(Source:Stereonet). 
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radial histogram of strike density or frequency [5]. Here, the bisection line of the angle 

between the two dominating joint directions is done, avoiding close parallelity of a third 

or fourth eventual joint. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Resulting joint rosette (Source: Autocad 2007). 

This diagram has been reproduced from the measurements on-site (Figure 10), with a 

resulting safest direction of 108o respect to the North. 

As said earlier, the water coming from the Kællingehætten Mountain contributes at the 

weathering of the rock due to the crack in the mass structure. In addition, the presence 

of sulphide minerals also contributes to it. 

The rock mass properties are definitely devaluated mainly because of the fractures 

(blocky structure).  In the following graphs there is a clarifying example of the result of a 

decrease in the rock properties in an initial hard rock, after applying blocky structure 

and the surface appearance in bad conditions and diminished, using RockLab. It is a 

software which calculated different properties of a mass structure from given 

characteristics of it (such as type of rock, type of structure, type of civil work - 

excavation or blasting, etc.) 

 

Figure 14. Examples of the decrease in Mohr-Coulomb properties due to craks and weak surface 
appearance (Source: Microsoft Excel). 
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As it can be seen the Mohr-Coulomb properties have a clear tendency to decrease. 

The cohesion is the parameter which is influenced the most by a decrease of the 

Geological Strength Index. Both cohesion and friction angle influence on the strength of 

the rock structure in front of shear forces. The following equation shows the theoretical 

equation which relates the three mentioned factors, by Mohr-Coulomb criterion [6][7]: 

τcr = ±(c′ + σ′tanφ′)      (3) 

Thus, with this knowledge, it can be stated that with less cohesion and friction angle 

the rock material is not able to suffer such high shear stresses. It is proved that in hard 

rocks, the influence of physical weathering such as frost wedging (blocky structure) is 

really noticeable. This would be the example of the rock structure in Sisimiut. 

Focusing on the Rock Mass Parameters, tensile strength, uniaxial compressive 

strength, global rock mass compressive strength and deformation modulus rapidly 

decrease with the structure deterioration approaching soil values. Despite this evident 

decrease in the rock mass properties, the rock itself hasn‟t lost its strength, the hard 

rock (charnockite) found in this area is still suitable as construction materials for road 

and building. 

4.2 Off-shore 

4.2.1 Sediment samples 

The first part of the second half of the fieldwork was the extraction of sediment 

samples. This was chosen to be carried out as soon as possible due to being a time-

consuming activity. 

Thus, the selection of the locations for the extraction of sediments was based on the 

two main locations where the extension can be carried out, and these are, as Figure 15 

shows, the same coastline where the harbour is placed nowadays, as well as the 

coastline placed just in front of the mentioned one. These samples were taken to guess 

the sediment transportation and so, for a first guess of the currents in the Bay. 
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Figure 15. Samples‟ extraction locations, on-site (Source: Map Info). 

4.2.1.1 Procedure 

Samples extractions were carried out by manual methods; a rope with a grab at its end 

was used. The exact points of the extraction were recorded into a GPS when the grab 

hit the sea bottom.  

The mechanism was quite simple, the grab descends along the depth gradually and 

completely open and secured by a hook and the rope has to be let gone of fairly fast 

because when the grab bangs the ground, the device unhooks itself. When the rope 

doesn‟t slide anymore, so that one realizes that the grab is already all the way down to 

the sea bottom, the rope has to be pulled up again, hence the samples can be properly 

grabbed by the device. 

Once the grab was picked up in the boat, it was dropped into a container, where the 

remaining water reduced and the sample was gathered in a shovel and to its 

corresponding plastic bag. As soon as the samples were put in different bags 

respectively, they were stored in a bucket with their corresponding distinctive (see 

Figure 16). 
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4.2.1.2 Practical hitches 

Because of the extraction was manually, some problems occurred on-site. Firstly, the 

extraction locations had to be modified due to the imprecision of the boat. The boat 

was a small fisher boat without any GPS on board, so it couldn‟t be possible to follow 

the planning. Another route was defined in-situ, based on the old one and the locations 

were stored, as mentioned earlier, instead. 

Secondly, the large depths (in some cases they reached 40 meters) caused some 

unexpected troubles. This feature made some wash out during the way up to the boat 

due to the difficulty pulling up the rope. For this reason, some graphs shown in the 

following figures cannot be taken into account. 

Finally, the last hitch was the “fake” extractions, in which no sample was obtained after 

pulling up the rope. The cause of this fact was thought to be the presence of hard rock 

in the sea bottom because sometimes just some big rocks were grabbed without any 

sand (or it was probably washed out). These “fake” extractions are visible in the places 

where two points are very near one from the other so that they are considered together 

at the time of plotting and are represented by a “double-name” on the corresponding 

graphs below. The first number shows the first attempt, while the second one indicates 

the final and good extraction. 

Figure 16. Samples‟ extraction procedure on-site. 
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4.2.1.3 Results 

In this section Sediments samples were thought to be a good starting point for 

identifying wave‟s behaviour in the area because of the currents. As commented 

above, the graphs may be a bit distorted because of these “fake” extractions, but it will 

be considered that all the samples have suffered this in the same way, and so they‟re 

relatively acceptable to have a first idea of hydrodynamics. 

An important feature of the area, regarding currents is the tide. Its maximum value 

registered in 2009 was 4.6m. in the month of July, so these height variation of the 

mean water level is translated into a current travelling from right to left and reversely of 

the Figure 15. Then, it is obvious that in the location where the rocky coastline reduces 

its width, the current will reach higher speeds than in the remaining area, where it can 

be spread out and nearly vanished. Then, it is believed that this part of the sea bottom 

(where the bridge is placed, yellow circle in Figure 15) will be the most washed out by 

the high velocities, and so sediments won‟t predominate there.  

This first thought is proved by the results shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18 in the Z08, 

Z09 graphs and C08-09, C10-11, C12 ones. As commented before, due to the 

conditions at the time of the extraction, some results may be distorted and would not 

make sense. For this, some samples such as C10-11, which does not match the 

results, got in C08-09 and C12, will not be used in the future interpretation.  

As stated before, where the graphs have a double symbol, such as C08-09, it means 

that there was a first try at location C08, without success, and a second successful one 

(not in the same place, due to the movement of the boat) in the second location, in this 

case C09. The first symbol, related to the first attempt has been conserved because it 

also means that probably hard rock was lying at the bottom of these locations, 

therefore the difficulty of the extraction was increased as well as the possible quantity 

of the material extracted was decreased. 

From Z01 to Z07 (in red) there is a visible similar behaviour. Since this area is placed in 

shallow water, for depth values lower than 8m., the sediments brought from the tide-

current tend to accumulate in this area, which is quite muddy.  
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Figure 17. Location of the samples‟ extraction in the “in front” coastline. The different colours clarifies the 
different three areas in which the samples were extracted, compared with Figure 15 (Source: Matlab).  

 
On the other hand, samples taken in locations Z10-11 and Z12-13 should take in 

consideration that were extracted in the second attempt, which means less material 

and rocky sea floor at first. This, together with the resulting graphs from Figure 17 and 

the in-situ experience proved that samples weren‟t as muddy as the ones before, they 

didn‟t have so much fine particles; they could be defined as sand-samples.  

Below there is a table with the maximum particle sizes measured, which can be useful 

to understand the reasoning stated above, and for the next considerations:  

            Table 1. Maximum particle‟s diameter 

Samples Diameter(cm) 

Z08 2,12 

Z09 2,26 

Z12-13 2,26 

C01 2,46 

C02-03 3,86 

C05 2,48 

C12 1,98 

This table also explains why sample C02-03 was not used, which in one hand in the 

graph below seems to be a very fine sediment sample but in the other hand it has the 
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biggest particle size compared to all the other samples. Sample C10-11 can also be 

taken out of the conclusion, because there were two attempts, which means there was 

hard rock at the bottom, so that the volume of sample extracted was considerably 

reduced and its graph doesn‟t match with their neighbour ones, taken in the same area. 

 

Figure 18. . Location of the samples‟ extraction in the current harbour coastline. The different colours 
clarifies the different three areas in which the samples were extracted, compare to Figure 15 (Source: 

Matlab). 

In samples C01, C04 and C05, it can be seen that more than 50% of the particles are 

bigger than 4mm, which means that currents here have also quite a big impact, and 

sediments cannot be settled in this locations. 

Meanwhile in sites C06 and C07 particles are bigger than 0.1mm, but nearly 100% 

smaller than 4mm. This could be explained due to the location of the harbour (Atlantic). 

Many trawlers and cruise ships land there, creating currents with their propellers which 

make sediments accumulating in the opposite side. That is why fine particles increase 

from C07 to C06, when they have time to settle down in the bottom. 

To draw a clear result of the difference between one coastline and the other (C-points 

respect Z-points), the D50 has been calculated in every sample with more than 50% of 

their weight with the diameter of the particles smaller than 4 mm (see Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. Distribution of the D50 of the samples. 

4.2.2 Bathymetry 

The other part of the off-shore fieldwork was the reproduction of the sea bed, to see the 

depths of the sea floor in the bay. This is necessary for computing the model. An 

accurate bathymetry is the key for correct wave hydrodynamics reproductions in the 

area, so that an analysis of the results can be done in order to carry out the harbour 

extension‟s design.  

4.2.2.1 Procedure 

This activity was carried out by ecosounder. The principle of this method is that the 

sounding line beeps a signal which is later received by it. The time necessary to 

receive again the signal is the main factor which let the device know which depth is 

laying under it.  

For this purpose some programming was done by a colleague of mine in order to be 

able to read the signal in the computer properly, at the same time it was translated to 

data storage. This programming in Matlab was used as an interface between the 

ecosounder and the computer. 

The area had to be covered as well as possible, showing the depths‟ difference from 

the coastline to the deepest part in between both coastlines. Especially interest was put 

on the coastal areas where the harbour extension could be carried out. Thus, the 

current harbour coastline, together with the “in front” one were tried to be reproduced 

carefully, and bigger zig-zag trajectories were done in the remaining central area (see 

Figure 21). 
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Therefore, the area of the coastline where there is the harbour nowadays was firstly 

covered and the rest was done afterwards. The area where the Atlantic quay is, could 

not be scanned due to the presence of ships all along our working time. The result 

obtained can be seen in Figure 21. 

4.2.2.3 Results 
 

In this Figure it can be seen that the area on the right, where the bridge is located, is 

also shallow, apart from narrow, compared to the maximum depth of the entire area 

(50m). 

It means that as forecasted before, tides will play an important role at the time of the 

sediments‟ transportation and deposit. The coast in front of the current harbour has a 

clear tendency of accumulating them, especially in the innermost part of this coastline, 

which is also very shallow (the boat couldn‟t reach the same closeness as in the 

opposite coastline. 

Figure 20. Details of the work and preparation on-site. 
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       Figure 21. Resulting bathymetry (Lon/Lat) covering the area seen 

Finally it has to be mentioned that the other important factor regarding the waves 

problematic is wind. It creates quite high waves in certain circumstances. This factor of 

importance is being studied in the following Section. 

4.2.2.2 Practical hitches 

Since the instrument (boat) wasn‟t very precise, the initial trajectory had to be changed, 

again, in-situ. Finally much resolution was obtained in the area where the current 

harbour lies nowadays; lower resolution was reached covering the in-front coastline 

and, as mentioned earlier, big zig-zags were done in the middle area. With this result, it 

was expected to interpolate the values obtaining a reliable result. 

  

 

--------      0 m.<depth≤5 m. 

--------    5 m.<depth≤10 m. 

--------  10 m.<depth≤15 m. 

--------  15 m.<depth≤20 m. 

--------  20 m.<depth≤25 m. 

--------  25 m.<depth≤30 m. 

--------  30 m.<depth≤35 m. 

--------  35 m.<depth≤40 m. 

--------  40 m.<depth≤45 m. 

--------  45 m.<depth≤50 m. 

--------  50 m.<depth≤55 m. 
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The Marine Software Products of MIKE introduced by the Danish Hydraulic Institute 

(DHI) have been used in this numerical model because of its professional tools for the 

study of many aspects of marine hydrodynamics and environment. One of these set of 

products, MIKE21 module, is a comprehensive modelling system for the simulation of 

hydraulics and hydraulic-related phenomena in estuaries, coastal water and seas.   

Specifically MIKE21SW-SpectralWavesFMModule has been chosen for the analysis of 

waves created in deep water (Open Ocean) and propagated into the coastal area 

nearby to Sisimiut.  Due to the lack of other similar studies in the area, many Matlab 

Codes have been needed in order to prepare the data-files (see Annexes). 

This numerical model has been carried out optimizing the model domain as the starting 

point. This model domain, applied in MIKE21SW has taken into account a large area, 

which avoids the influence of the boundary conditions into the area of interest. This is 

because when no off-shore data is provided, those boundaries have to be “closed”. 

This feature makes the waves behave similar as they would behave in a channel. 

Hence, boundaries must be far away from the area of interest, to avoid influencing the 

hydrodynamics in that area. The model resulting wave parameters are generated, 

basically, from the wind force. Thus, they will be calculated by the numerical model 

implementation, explained in the following section. 

 
 5. Model Set-up 
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5.1 Introduction. MIKE 21 SW – Spectral waves FM Module.  

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the aim of the implementation of this model is 

the generation of the wave parameters nearby to Sisimiut Bay. Since the only 

information about Spectral Wave Module has been the wind forcing as well as the 

water level conditions, some assumptions had to be done. 

This software generates the spectral wind-wave model based on unstructured meshes 

( [8]). From the information about the spectral wave module given, the model calculates 

the dynamics of wind-generated waves and swell in off-shore and coastal areas. 

Initially two different formulations could be chosen: Directionally decoupled parametric 

formulation and Fully spectral formulation. The first one, as its name indicates, is based 

on a parameterization of the wave action conservation equation by introducing the 

zeroth and first moment of the wave action spectrum as dependent variables in the 

frequency domain ( [9]). The second one is also based on the wave action 

conservation equation, as described in  [10], where the directional-frequency wave 

action spectrum is the dependent variable. 

5.2 Defining and limiting the problem domain 

Sisimiut Bay is situated between latitudes 66º56‟ to 66º57‟ North and longitudes 53º46‟ 

and 53º38‟ West in the northern part of the Southewestern Greenlandic coast.  The 

domain area which has been analysed and used to calculate the wave parameters in 

the model includes an area of approximately 500 km length in longitude and 1.200 km 

length in latitude (~600.000 km2). This area includes the southernmost Greenlandic 

coast up to Disko Island. 

5.2.1 Mesh and Bathymetry definition 

An unstructured, triangular, suitable mesh is essential to obtain reliable results. Hence, 

the aim of this Section will be to find an economic mesh, computationally speaking, 

whose results are accurate compared to the most “expensive” one, which has the 

highest resolution. Therefore, this point will mainly be focussed on the discussion of the 

different meshes depending on their computational costs and the comparison between 

their results. Hence, the best “efficient” solution regarding time and accuracy will be 

chosen. This efficiency is important due to there will be many different models to run 

and compare, so that the save on time will speed up the analysis without losing much 

accuracy. 
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For this, two tests have been analyzed: the first one, called “Just triangular”, has a 

complete triangular mesh in the entire area, while in the second one, called “Triangular 

and quadrangular”, a quadrangular mesh has been added in the innermost area of 

interest (see Figure 24). Also in both different mesh generations, two different 

resolutions of the coastline have been tested in order to compare the cost-efficiency 

and to choose the best one. Figure 22 has a quite accurate resolution of the coastline, 

while the second one, Figure 23, has a much lower resolution of this profile line, 

except on Sisimiut‟s surroundings. 

 

Figure 22. Unstructured mesh with an accurate profile resolution (Source: MikeZero Data Manager). 

The mesh generation needs some options to be set-up for starting. These are: 

- maximum element area (in m2 in this case, because the model is drawn in UTM 

coordinates),  

- smallest allowable angle between two sides in a triangle (for the skewness control) 

- maximum number of nodes. 
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These parameters have been taken as the default values given by the software (4100 

km2 – 26º - 100000). 

When analyzing its computational cost, the number of nodes, the interpolation time of 

the mesh within the bathymetry, as well as the CPU time when calculating the model, 

has been taken into account.  

Interpolation can be done by the Natural Neighbour method as well as by Linear 

Interpolation method. The first one uses the scatter data points to create a triangulated 

neighbour region around each point in the data set. The second one uses a mesh 

generated from the scatter points. It creates a triangle around each point and a linear 

interpolation based on the node‟s assigned value is made. Both methods have been 

tested in the “Low resolution” model and the last one breaks down, because it assigns 

“land” values to the nearest points to the coastline (see Figure A. 6). So, it can be 

concluded that the best and only feasible method is the Natural Neighbour interpolation 

method (Figure A. 7). 

 

Figure 23. Unstructured mesh with a lower profile resolution (Source: MikeZero Data Manager). 
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Continuing with interpolation, computational costs can dramatically drop off by 

ascribing the nodes‟ values from the closest located scatter data point. It is less 

computationally expensive because it directly assigns the closest Scatter points‟ values 

to the nodes, and so these nodes are out of the interpolation computation. A 

comparison has been done between the initial solution and the one using the option of 

“Set Value from Scatter data”. This Scatter data should be located a maximum distance 

of 100 meters from the node. See Figure A. 9 and Figure A. 10 from the Annexes 

which describe this comparison graphically. In these Figures, it can be seen that they 

are quite similar even though the most accurate should be without setting node values 

as the closest Scatter points, as it is the most expensive computationally speaking.  

A numerical comparison of the bathymetry profile, shown in Figure A. 11 and Figure A. 

12 in the Annexes, has been done for a more accurate analysis and a right decision. 

Table 2. Bathymetry profile comparison in “Just Triangular” mesh generation. 

Bathymetry profile without 

assigning node values from the 

nearest Scatter points (m) 

Bathymetry profile assigning 

node values from the nearest 

Scatter points (m) 

Absolute 

difference 

(m) 

-34.1166868 -33.82714 0.2895 

-41.5526 -41.5878 0.0352 

-44.47247 -44.49176 0.0193 

-46.48357 -46.51735 0.0338 

-44.96048 -44.89768 0.0628 

-43.13701 -43.16333 0.0263 

-40.47521 -40.49506 0.0199 

-38.3365 -38.44133 0.1048 

-33.54293 -33.89651 0.3536 

-22.9253 -24.25896 1.3338 

-15.87766 -17.17946 1.3018 

-12.85232 -13.45579 0.6035 

 

Graphs shown in Figure A. 13 in the Annexes represent these numerical values into a 

graph distance-depth, for a better understanding. 

It should also be mentioned that Extrapolation constant value has been set to zero at 

the time of Interpolation. This default value is the result of water depth not being 

defined, – scatter data – it is not defined in the exact points of the four corners of the 

domain drawn in the previous Figures. 

The comparison regarding the resolution of the coastline has only been studied in the 

“Just triangular” mesh generation. In this .mdf  file, three polygons define the total area: 

one in the outer part, another one nearby to Sisimiut‟s Bay and a last one inside he Bay 
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(Figure A. 1, Figure A. 2 and Figure A. 3 in the Annexes). The three polygons, outer, 

inner and innermost, have a specific maximum area for the mesh elements at the time 

of their generation. These areas have been kept constant for the four different models 

(Table 5), and correspond to the values stated below: 

Table 3. Maximum area in the “just triangular” mesh generation. 

 Outer polygon Inner polygon Innermost polygon  

Maximum area (m
2
) 5e+008 50.000 4.000 

 

Regarding the “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh generation, the quadrangular mesh 

has been introduced in the innermost part of Sisimiut Bay, as said earlier. This is 

because the only current which takes place in the area is caused due to the tide 

variation. And its maximum value is predictably occurring in the narrowest cross-

section where water flow should pass across its area. This area is located in point A in 

Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24. Detail of the unstructured mesh in the “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh generation, in the 

surroundings of Sisimiut‟s Bay (Source: MikeZero Data Manager). 

Two mesh generation methods are possible in the “quadrangular mesh options”: 

Algebraic Box Method and Transfinite Interpolation. The requirement which makes one 

method valid against the other is the need of the start and end arches. Each of them 

A 
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should just consist of two nodes and one line segment. For this reason the Algebraic 

box method has been chosen.  

As said previously, the current in the area is just caused by the tide and is not expected 

to be very strong. Also the area covered by this quadrangular mesh is not so big. 

Hence, a unique flow pattern with an arch both in the start and end is enough for this 

model setting up. 

In this polygon, Figure A. 5 from the Annexes, where quadrangular mesh is applied, the 

flow direction, the maximum length and width of the element have also to be specified. 

The used values in the Polygon Properties definition are described in the Table below. 

Table 4. Dimensions of the quadrangular mesh element. 

 Innermost polygon applying quadrangular mesh in 

the “Triangular and quadrangular” generation 

(Figure 24) 

Max. Length stream (m) 500 

Max. Length transversal (m) 100 

5.2.1.1 Comparison between different bathymetric meshes regarding time costs 

As stated earlier in this section, a suitable mesh generation is necessary for obtaining 

reliable results when running a model. Thus, after this detailed description of different 

mesh generation tests, it is now time to test the different model domains in MIKE21 

SW. 

With this aim, the tests are going to be computed with the same inputs in order to be 

able to compare the results, they are not going to be the correct ones, so that the 

absolute values should not be taken into account but the relatives should. Hence, the 

same Simulation period and the same Output Specification, as well as the same 

Spectral Wave Module and Boundary Conditions are set-up in each and every different 

model domain. Results for the different tests, regarding computational costs, from 

MIKEZero Mesh Generator and MIKE21 SW are the following: 
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Table 5. Computational costs comparison, using Natural Neighbour interpolation method. 

 Accurate profile resolution Lower profile resolution  

 

“Just 

triangular” 

mesh 

Triangular+ 

quadrangular 

mesh 

“Just 

triangular” 

mesh 

Triangular+ 

quadrangular 

mesh 

Number of 

nodes 
9826 9118+80

1
 6419 6272+80

2
 

Interpola-tion 

time (s) 
1658 1564 1083 1074 

CPU time (s) 30941.86 67267.16 18596.36 18485.55 

Total time (s) 32600 68831 19679 19560 

 

Table 6. Computational costs comparison, using Natural Neighbour interpolation method, setting values 

from Scatter Data. 

 Accurate profile resolution Lower profile resolution 

 

“Just 

triangular” 

mesh 

Triangular+ 

quadrangular 

mesh 

“Just 

triangular” 

mesh 

Triangular+ 

quadrangular 

mesh 

Number of 

nodes 
1369

3
+8457 1356

4
+7762+80

5
 1361

6
 +5058 1366

7
+4906+80

8
 

Interpola-tion 

time (s) 
1457 1353 874 862 

CPU time (s) 31110.58 59425.47 21646.30 18357.14 

Total time (s) 32568 60778 22520 19219 

 

 

Analyzing Table 5 and  

Table 6, two conclusions have to be taken; the first one regarding Profile Resolution 

and the second one looking at the Mesh Type. The “Lower Profile Resolution” model 

increases the speed of the global computational calculations around 1.5 times in “Just 

Triangular” mesh generation, and around 3.3 times in “Triangular and quadrangular” 

mesh generation. 

So, the cheapest model, regarding computational costs is the “Triangular and 

quadrangular” mesh generation, with a Low profile resolution, and Assigning Node 

Values from the Nearest Scatter points.  

                                                
1
 Quadrangular mesh 

2
 Quadrangular mesh 

3
 Values copied from the scatter data 

4
 Values copied from the scatter data 

5
 Quadrangular mesh 

6
 Values copied from the scatter data 

7
 Values copied from the scatter data 

8
 Quadrangular mesh 
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However, results have been checked and compared in order to decide if this saving, 

computationally speaking, is worthy or not. 

5.2.1.2 Comparison between the different bathymetric meshes regarding their results’ 

accuracy 

As an example, the Significant Wave Height as well as the Wave Period has been 

considered, both calculated in the last Time Step of the Simulation Period. This 

numerical comparison of the results between the different models and the “Just 

Triangular” mesh generation with an Accurate profile resolution, is drawn in graphics. 

These are shown from Figure A. 14 to Figure A. 20 in the Annexes.  

The model mentioned above (“Just Triangular”) has been considered as the most 

accurate, and so, the “correct” one. Hence, it is clear that the second most accurate 

model is the “Just Triangular” mesh generation with a Low profile resolution, whose 

comparison is shown in Figure 25.  

 

Figure 25. Comparison between “Just Triangular” mesh generation with Low profile resolution and “Just 

Triangular” mesh generation with Accurate profile Resolution. 

Results diverge just a maximum value of 0.08 s. regarding the Wave Period, and a 

maximum of 8 cm. regarding the Significant Wave Height. These are acceptable 

values, because this divergence would not affect in a significant way at the time of the 

Harbour Extension Design. 

However, to choose the best model, regarding computational costs as well as result 

divergence, results have to be analyzed as well in the “cheapest” model (see Figure 

26). 
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Figure 26. Comparison between “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh generation with Low profile 

resolution, Assigning Node Values from the Nearest Scatter points, and “Just Triangular” mesh generation 

with Accurate profile Resolution. 

It is visible that here, the results divergence9 has an order of magnitude of decimetres.  

The Wave Period maximum difference is, again, around 8 cm, but it does not happen 

the same in the Significant Wave case. Here, it diverges nearly 25 cm. from the 

“correct” model. This means around three times more than the previous one, while its 

Total Computational cost is round 6 min. less than the previous one. 

5.2.1.3 Choosing the best model domain mesh regarding time and accuracy 

The above ideas and results have been summarized in the Table below: 

Table 7. Comparison between Model 1 and the “correct” Model. The same for Model 2. (Model 1: “Just 

Triangular” mesh generation with Low profile resolution and “Just Triangular” mesh generation with 

Accurate profile Resolution ; Model 2: “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh generation with Low profile 

resolution, Assigning Node Values from the Nearest Scatter points, and “Just Triangular” mesh generation 

with Accurate profile Resolution) 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 

 T HS T HS 

Results’ divergence 0.08 s. 8 cm. 0.08 s. 23 cm. 

Time saving 3.6 h. 3.7 h. 

 

                                                
9
 It has to be said that computations in this part, for comparing CPU time as well as wave height 

and period has been carried out with the default values of the Spectral Wave Module part of the 
model‟s input (except wind and water level). 
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Hence, the best model out of these three (“correct” – Model 1 – Model 2) is Model 1. 

The computational cost saving is worthy due to the results obtained, which can be 

considered as valid ones, compared to the ones from the “correct” model. 

From now on, Model 1: “Just Triangular” mesh generation with Low profile resolution is 

the only one which is going to be used for MIKE SW computations. 

5.3 Spectral Wave Module. Basic equations 

Once the model domain is chosen and successfully created, it is time to go through 

background theory to be able to choose and decide its different options. Also few 

formulations, which MIKE21 SW uses for its calculations, will be shown in the following 

pages. 

Continuing with the reasoning mentioned in the beginning of this Chapter, it shall be 

said that wind forcing cannot be included in the Instationary directionally decoupled 

parametric formulation. It is for this reason that both spectral and time formulations 

have to be chosen considering one respect to the other one. Even though it is 

computationally more expensive, the Fully spectral formulation has been chosen 

because it can be used for wave analysis of its growth, decay and transformation of 

wind-generated waves and swells in offshore and coastal areas. In this case wind is 

the main factor causing waves in the area, which can finally be dangerous for ships 

berthing at the Port. 

At the beginning of the wind-induced wave generation, the turbulent fluctuations of the 

atmospheric pressure induce small waves called capillary-gravity waves, of an irregular 

form.  

These waves are generated by the wind blowing for duration of some hours over a 

certain length of sea called fetch. Waves receive their energy from the movement 

(turbulent stress) of wind over the ocean surface. During generation, the disturbed sea 

surface contains many different oscillatory motions at different frequencies. The 

directional distribution and the height of wind sea corresponds with the wind speed. As 

wind sea grows, the sea surface becomes more regular, and wind sea turns into swell, 

which is able to leave the area of generation (Figure 27). Swell refers to waves created 

by distant wind fields, and is much more regular than sea wind. This equilibrium which 

causes a more regular sea surface will be explained in the next section 5.3.1 Source 

Functions. Swell is mostly low frequency while wind sea is normally of higher 

frequencies. 
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Figure 27. Development of wind sea and swell (Source: [11]). 

These gravity wave dynamics are described by the transport equation for wave action 

density, formulated in cartesian co-ordinates. The governing equation (wave action 

balance equation) is described as (see  [10] and  [12]): 

𝜕𝑁

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ · (𝝂𝑁) =

𝑆

𝜍
     (4) 

where 𝑁 𝒙, 𝜍, 𝜃, 𝑡  is the action density N=E/σ, which is related to the energy density 

E(σ,θ) (eq.5 and 6 in the Annexes), t is the time, x=(x,y) is the Cartesian co-ordinates, 

𝝂 =  𝒄𝒙, 𝒄𝒚, 𝒄𝝈, 𝒄𝜽  is the propagation velocity of a wave group in the four-dimensional 

phase space and S is the source function for the energy balance equation. 𝛻 is the 

four-dimensional differential operator in the phase space x, σ and θ. The four 

characteristic propagation speeds are (c_) are given by eq.[1],[2],[3] in the Annexes. 

The relative angular frequency is σ=2πfr and is also related to the absolute one (ω) by 

the linear dispersion relation: 

σ= 𝑔𝑘𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑘𝑑)=ω-kU10    (5) 

where k is the wave number vector with magnitude, k, and direction, θ. The gravity 

acceleration is g, d is the water depth and U is the current velocity vector. 

5.3.1 Source Functions 

These waves described above, are unstable waves which attenuate when wind velocity 

decreases. On the contrary, when it increases, waves grow as they get into a motion, 

which gravity forces are capable to support. This growth is not infinite; the energy 

supplied by wind force is balanced by wave-wave interactions and energy dissipation.  

                                                
10

 Parameters highlighted in black are vectors (this reasoning is applied all over the document) 
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This decrease of the growth rate takes place when the dominant wave speed 

approaches to the wind speed ( [13]). These non-linear interactions are also very 

important in the area close to, but outside the immediate wind generation, where the 

transition regime between wind sea and swell takes place. They play a critical role in 

determining the ratio of wind sea to swell energy. Here there is a Table which classify 

surface waves‟ according to their parameters, based on the period: 

Table 8. Surface waves classification (Source:  [11]). 

Period Wave Length Name 

0 – 0.2 s. Centimetres Ripples 

0.2 – 9 s. From centimetres to about 130m. Wind sea 

9 – 15 s. Hundreds of meters Swell 

15 – 30s. Many hundreds of meters Long swell 

30 s. – hours To thousands of kilometres Long period waves 

12.5 h., 25 h., etc. Thousands of kilometres Tides 

In this process (wave-wave interaction) there is a non-linear transfer of energy from a 

given frequency band to other lower frequencies (  [13]). On the other hand, energy 

dissipation frequently occurs due to white capping; when it reaches its limiting 

steepness (~1/7 in deep water), they break forming „white caps‟ of scale smaller than 

the wave-length in deep water, and spilling or plunging (depending on the bottom 

slope) when reaching coastal areas (see Figure 28).  In shallow water the waves start 

to “feel” the bottom friction and this leads to shoaling. Bottom friction starts acting when 

the depth is less than 0.5 the wave length. Finally refraction takes place when reaching 

the coastline; waves‟ orthogonals turn towards smaller depths; front waves also 

become more parallel. Diffraction can also take place combined with refraction, if there 

is a change of direction and amplitude of wave due to gradients along the wave front. 

 

Figure 28. Criteria for Types of Breaking waves. Spilling (upper), Plunging (middle) and Surging (lower) 
(Source:  [11]). 

When such mechanisms occurs, it indicates the stage of saturation of wave 

components, in which equilibrium between energy input from wind and energy 

dissipation due to wave breaking and nonlinear energy transfer takes place (  [14]). 
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This energy transfer modifies the frequency spectrum in the following way: peak 

frequency decreases because of the non-linear wave-wave interactions, and the high 

frequency part of the spectrum remains nearly stable due to the balance of all these 

physical processes.  

 

Figure 29. Scheme of atmospheric input, nonlinear interaction and dissipation terms for a fully developed 
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (Source:Figure 5.3 from  [15].) 

These physical processes are represented by source terms which explain the evolution 

of waves by using the energy transfer equation ( [16] and [17]): 

𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑐𝑔∇𝐹 = 𝑆                 (6) 

where F is the two-dimensional wave spectrum, which varies with x. This is important 

because, as it is already known, the energy propagates with the group celerity, which is 

changed by the superposition of the source functions (S_ functions on the right hand 

side). The source functions are the ones capable of describing the various physical 

phenomena of the equilibrium range spectrum on these wind-induced waves.  

𝑆 = 𝑆𝑖𝑛 + 𝑆𝑛𝑙 + 𝑆𝑑𝑠 + 𝑆𝑏𝑜𝑡 + 𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓                           (7) 

where 𝑆𝑖𝑛  represents the generation of energy by wind, 𝑆𝑛𝑙  is the wave energy transfer 

due to non-linear wave-wave interaction, 𝑆𝑑𝑠  is the dissipation of wave energy due to 

whitecapping, 𝑆𝑏𝑜𝑡  is the dissipation of wave energy due to bottom friction and 𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓  is 

the dissipation of wave energy due to depth-induced breaking. 

5.3.1.1 Wind input 

In   [18] the inclusion of interaction of waves with air flow turbulence is studied. Two 

attempts took place in late 80‟s: the first one which considered the effect of small-scale 

turbulence on wave growth, and the second one considering the effect of large-scale 
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turbulence on wave growth. In this second approach, the authors found out the 

enhancement of energy transfer due to gustiness, especially for those waves whose 

phase celerity approach to the wind speed at a height of 10 m. above the mean sea 

level. At this height, the wind is considered as not disturbed by the presence of the 

ocean, while below this level, the wind is considered as a profile similar to the 

horizontal velocity of water flowing along a tube. Therefore the frictional effects due to 

the existence of the ocean water distort the wind field ( [19]). 

Thus, the energy transfer from the wind to the waves will be affected by sea state 

(considered constant during 3h), so that there is a strong coupling between the 

turbulent boundary layer and the surface of the waves generated by it. 

The relation between the drag coefficient at 10 m. height and the wave age reflects the 

dependence of the air flow on the sea waves. The wave age refers to the stage of the 

development of wind-induced waves. A “young” state means a sea state which has just 

been created by wind, while an “old” state means a saturated state in which energy 

hardly changes over the time. A relation between wave age and Drag coefficient of the 

air flow, found out by Donelan(1982), demonstrate that this coefficient is 50% larger in 

“young” wind sea over and “old” wind sea. 

From another paper ( [18]), it is again concluded that there is a strong coupling 

between wind and wind-induced waves, especially for young wind sea. This sea state 

has, as one can predict, a rougher air flow over it than an old wind sea; it is because 

waves are much steeper for a young wind sea. But this strong coupling is also reflected 

by a strong reduction of growth of the waves by wind, again, for young wind sea. For 

old wind sea there only exists a weak wind-wave coupling. 

5.3.1.2 Wave-wave nonlinear interactions 

Quadruplet-wave interactions 

Initially, wave dynamics theories, such as Stokes or Stream Function theories provide 

solutions for wave trains of permanents forms, which should propagate forever. This, 

definitely, does not happen in real life. Benjamin & Feir (1967) and Su et al. (1982) 

made some experiments in which they found out that the mentioned wave trains 

disintegrate with the time. 

Weakly and fully nonlinear analysis state that resonance conditions must happen to 

cause instabilities and this is the current case. The resonant conditions are satisfied 

when the frequency of the bound component of a wave becomes identical to the 
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frequency of a wave with the same wave number. This physical phenomenon was first 

developed by Phillips (1960). In the case of this singularities occurring, there would be 

a continuing energy transfer to the bound component and its amplitude would grow 

linearly with time and space in a resonant manner. 

Figure 30 shows the case when resonance conditions take place. From the first picture 

(at the top) to the last one (at the bottom) it can be seen how the initial wave, with a 

determined frequency (continuous line) attenuates meanwhile the perturbations which 

usually are lower order harmonics (discontinuous lines), specially the lower side band, 

receive energy from the first and tend to exceed the primary wave. 

 

Figure 30. Resonance conditions of class I – quartet interactions. The lower sideband tends to exceed the 
higher sideband (y-axis: ak ; x-axis: x/Lx) (Source:  [20]). 

These nonlinear interactions are important in engineering, as they are part of the 

natural evolution of steep deep-water wavetrains, which are commonly used for the 

design of off-shore structures as well as ships. 
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These singularities are always defined by a pair of (ω,k) to describe the harmonic 

resonance conditions. In  [15] a nonlinear interaction operator was created by the 

superposition of neighbouring and finite distance interaction combinations. For each 

interaction the changes in action for the four wavenumbers of the interacting 

components are stored in the source function. As in the exact case, described by 

Boltzmann, the interactions conserve energy, momentum and action.  

Triad-wave interactions 

While quartet-wave interactions were important for deep water, triad-wave interactions 

become important in shallow water. These are defined as wave-wave interactions 

between three wave components leading to energy exchange. This, as in the previous 

case, happens when resonance conditions take place. In this specific case it occurs 

when the following equality is accomplished: 

𝜔1 ± 𝜔2 ± 𝜔3 = 0  ;  𝒌𝟏±𝒌𝟐±𝒌𝟑 ≈ 𝟎    (8) 

and it is only perfectly satisfied in the shallow water limit (see  [21]). 

The transformation of irregular surface gravity waves generates bound sub- and super- 

harmonics, as well as near-resonant triad interactions, when it happens in shallow 

water. These phenomena are very important because the transfer of energy between 

the three interacting wave models normally takes place rapidly, in a short period of time 

and space.  Actually, the exchange of energy to the primary frequencies usually occurs 

leading to near-resonant triad interactions. The phase mismatch between the bound 

and free wave numbers is the most important feature, which entails an enhancement of 

these processes for decreasing depths.  

Figure 31. An example computed by Madsen et al. (2002) of the spatial variation of the surface elevation 

(class I) – left picture. On the right, a real picture of these instabilities, Published in Fall 1993, by NOAA 

Photo Library (Source:   [15]). 

. 
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One simple example to clarify these singularities is the application of first order 

monochromatic boundary conditions in shallow water. This will generate spontaneous 

spurious free second order waves in addition to bound second order waves, which are 

phase-locked to the first order waves, and the result will be a spatial variation of wave 

profiles and statistics ( [21]). 

 

Figure 32. Higher harmonic generation, computed by time domain Boussinesq model with B=1/15. (a) 
Wave envelope. (b) Spatial variation of the amplitudes for the first three harmonics. 1. f1=0.40 Hz. 2. 

f2=0.80 Hz. 3. f3=1.20 Hz. (Source:  [22]). 

5.3.1.3 Dissipation of energy due to Whitecapping 

As  [23] states, white capping represents a localized, strongly, nonlinear interaction 

which cannot be treated by the standard perturbation techniques available for weak 

interactions. In the paper referenced at the beginning of this paragraph, the structure of 

the white-capping source function is derived without entering into details of the white-

capping process itself.  

The formulation specified in the Annexes (eq.26 to 29) is applied in the whole energy 

spectrum, which would end up with a too strong decay of energy on the swell 

components when a combination of wind-sea and swell takes place. This can be 

improved by introducing a separation of wind-sea and swell, so that will take into 

account just the wind-sea part of the spectrum and calculations of the waves‟ 

parameters would be done in the same range of frequencies. 

5.3.1.4 Dissipation due to Bottom friction 

Following  [24], the source term due to wave-bottom interaction becomes more 

important as waves propagate into shallow water, due to their orbital velocities 
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penetrate the water depth, so that the waves exert a shear stress on the sediments at 

the bed (this is known as mobile bed roughness, explained in section 5.4.9 Bottom 

Friction). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33. Particle trajectories in deep, intermediate and shallow water (Source:  [25]) 

 

Shemdin et al.( [26]) studied the wave-bottom interactions and came to the conclusion 

that the dissipation due to bottom friction is carried out mainly due to four different 

factors: because of the turbulent boundary layer, because of the percolation into a 

porous bottom, due to motion of a soft bottom and because of the scattering by bottom 

irregularities. According to the reference above, bottom friction is generally dominant 

when the sediment is composed of fine sand d50=0.1-0.4 mm or when there is 

presence of sand ripples. For this reason, investigations were carried out in water 

nearby to Vindeby, Denmark. The wave conditions in this site are free of swell. The 

investigation into bottom friction dissipation is formed by the study of three different 

equations for the dissipation coefficient (again, see section 5.4.9). 

It must be known that the wave decay due to bottom friction or percolation in a porous 

bottom is rather weak and may be so, except on very muddy beds. 

5.3.1.5 Dissipation due to Wave Breaking 

However, inside the surf zone, the dissipation of wave energy due to wave breaking is 

much stronger. As mentioned at the beginning of section 5.3.1 Source Functions, 
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waves can break in a different way, depending on wave height, wave period and beach 

slope. Breakers can be classified into three principle types (see Figure 28): 

 Spilling: Whitecapping appears at the top of the wave crest and spills down the 

front face of the wave. The upper 25% of the front may become vertical before 

breaking. 

 Plunging: The whole front face of the wave becomes more and more steep until 

be vertical; the crests curls over the front face and falls into the base of the wave 

(typical surfer waves). 

 Surging: The wave slides up the beach with little or no white water. The water 

surface remains almost plane, except where ripples may be produced on the 

beach face. 

A parameter called similarity parameter, ξ0, is used to distinguish these three types 

numerically ( [15]): 

𝜉0 =
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽

 
𝐻

𝐿0

       (9) 

with 𝛽 as the beach slope, H is the incident wave height at the toe of the slope and 

𝐿0 =
𝑔𝑇2

2𝜋
 is the deepwater wavelength. 

 Surging if   3.3 < 𝜉0, 

 Plunging if  0.5 < 𝜉0 < 3.3 

 Spilling if  𝜉0 < 0.5. 

The modeling of energy dissipation, due to breaking in the wave train is usually based 

on four main assumptions: 

- Dissipation is equivalent to dissipation in a bore connecting two regions of 

uniform flow ( [27]). 

- Dissipation is proportional to the difference between the local energy flux and 

the stable energy flux ( [28]). 

- The breaking wave height is saturated. 

- Dissipation is controlled by the presence of a surface roller ( [29]). 

5.3.1.6 Dissipation due to Diffraction 

The process of diffraction describes the change in the direction and amplitude of a 

wave, or a group of waves, due to gradients along the wave front. This usually happens 
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when progressive waves meet an obstacle, so that part of the total energy is stopped. 

Waves generally turn their direction and progress nearly circularly about the head of 

the obstacle, with a rapidly decrease in the wave height behind this obstacle. As 

diffraction normally entails changes in directions, diffraction process is modeled using a 

phase-decoupled refraction-diffraction approximation. 

 

Figure 34. Evolution of a wave front due to refraction (Source:  [30]). 

5.3.1.7 Time formulation 

Lastly, regarding the time formulation two options are possible: Quasi stationary 

formulation and Instationary formulation. The second option is chosen due to its 

accuracy in the calculations. 

5.4 Simulation Period 

Once the theory has been understood, the input parameters for the model are going to 

be specified in this and the following sections. 

 In the case of the simulation period, it has been thought to be a discretization of an 

entire day, 24 hours, with a time step of 1h. For an instationary model, the overall 

discrete time steps specified are only used to determine the frequency for which output 

can be obtained. The time step used in the calculation is determined dynamically 

during the calculation. In this period, the worst water-level case, as well as the worst 

wind registered will be combined together. 
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5.4.1 Spectral discretization 

Logarithmic Frequency discretization is done over 51 frequencies, considering a 

minimum frequency value equals to 0.04 Hz. (default value), and a frequency factor, c, 

of 1.1, combined as: 

𝑓𝑛 = 𝑓0𝑐𝑛    ,     𝑛 = 1, … , 25    (10) 

This is because the model is supposed to cover all the frequencies, from the off-shore 

part to the coastal area, from wind-sea to swell (see Table 8). 

The Directional discretization has been done over 16 directions along the 360-degree 

rose (default value). 

Finally, a separation of wind sea and swell must be carried out, otherwise the white 

capping source term will be applied in the whole frequency spectrum instead of just in 

the wind sea part. So, based on Table 8 again, the constant threshold frequency which 

separates the swell and wind parts of the spectrum is 0.111 Hz. 

5.4.2 Solution technique 

For the computations in the first part of this section (5.4 Simulation Period), they have 

been done with the Low order algorithm which works faster than the High order one. 

But, for obtaining the final results of the model, the Higher order algorithm is used, with 

the default values: 

Max. Number of levels in transport calculation=32 

Nº of steps in source calculation=1 

Minimum time step=0.01 sec. 

Maximum time step=30 sec. 

5.4.3 Water level conditions 

A water level variation has been chosen, varying in time, but constant in domain. This 

has been calculated with Matlab considering the harmonic tidal constants of 2009 

prediction‟s table in Sisimiut, from  [31] in which these values were reported by 

Danmarks Meteorologiske Institut. Tidal heights will be given in meters relative to chart 

datum which is the lowest astronomical tide. 

As Figure 35 shows, Sisimiut is found in an area covered by semidiurnal tides. This can 

be calculated as a sinusoidal function by a harmonic constants method.  
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  Figure 35. Distribution of the three tidal types. (Source:  [32]). 

These are the main four tidal constituents, listed in  [31], as mentioned earlier, which 

have important roles for the variation of the water level. They are the following: 

M2: Principal lunar semidiurnal constituent. This constituent represents the rotation of 

the Earth with respect to the Moon. 

S2: Principal solar semi diurnal constituent. This constituent represents the rotation of 

the Earth with respect to the Sun. 

O1: Lunar diurnal constituent. See K1. 

K1: Lunisolar diurnal constituent. This constituent, with O1, expresses the effect of the 

Moon's declination. They account for diurnal inequality and, at extremes, diurnal tides. 

Their magnitudes are defined in Table 9: 

Table 9. Peak amplitude and phase lag, Sisimiut,2009  

 

Tides Peak Amplitude (m) Phase lag (rad) Period(s) 

M2 1.171 3.9968 44700 

S2 0.451 4.57276 43200 

K1 0.335 2.33874 86160 

O1 0.127 1.71042 93540 

  

 
 

Tidal fluctuation is given, as said before, by the sinusoidal function using these main 

four tidal constituents (Graphical result shown in Annex 2): 

𝜉 =  𝐴𝑖
4
𝑖=1 sin  

2𝜋𝑡

𝑇𝑖
+ 𝜅𝑖                                                       (11) 
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For the implementation in MIKE21 SW, a time series of the day in which was foreseen 

the maximum tide value, has been carried out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4.4 Current conditions 

From the consideration of a tide in the area, it is common to think that the difference of 

water elevations will create a current. As mentioned in section 5.2.1 Mesh and 

Bathymetry definition, its maximum value will be mainly located in the narrowest 

section of the coastline, under the bridge (point A from Figure 24). 

The only way to know if this current has values high enough to be considered in the 

modelling is to compare measured data from the area and wave velocity components 

in “point A”. Just a previous Thesis, made also in Artek Center, made some 

measurements in 2004, from 12th July until 12th August (see  [33]). Obviously, the Tide 

variations are not the same as the ones which have been calculated previously, but 

trying to be the most accurate in this comparison, the maximum current value 

measured in “point A” in that period (12-07-04 to 12-08-04) in 2004 is considered. 

 

 

Figure 36. Tide time series implementation, from the day in which the maximum value has been predicted 
(Source: MikeZero Time Series). 
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Reading through page 59 of the referenced document and looking at Figure 44 of the 

same, it can be stated that the maximum current value measured took place between 

the 27th and 28th of July 2004, registering a maximum value of 32 cm/s.  

Going back to Figure 36, it can be seen that for the modelling, the worst tidal case was 

found out for the 13th July 2009. Hence, it is just around 15 days earlier in the same 

month than the values measured in 2004. With this, we can conclude that this 

comparison can be considered as valid for this section. 

This current will have to be split into both x-direction and y-direction to be able to 

compare it with the resulting values from MIKE21 SW. This direction has been found 

out considering the perpendicular line to the narrowest section (see Matlab Notes – 

Current in Annexes). The resulting angle for the current direction is: 

𝜃 = 6.8307°      (12) 

With this angle, current speed in -x and –y direction will be: 

𝑥 − 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 0.32
𝑚

𝑠
∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = ±0.3177 𝑚/𝑠   (13) 

𝑦 − 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 0.32
𝑚

𝑠
∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = ±0.0381 𝑚/𝑠   (14) 

The maximum values computed by the software, MIKE21 SW, resulted in 1.70605 m/s 

in x-direction and its corresponding value 0.167075 m/s in y-direction. The maximum 

recorded values of the current represent an 18.6% and a 22.78% respectively to the 

wave velocity vectors stated above. Knowing that these are the worst effects which the 

current components can have over the waves, at the narrowest part (where the bridge 

is located), the decision taken regarding the current is that it shouldn‟t be considered as 

an important factor and it will therefore not be included in the model set-up.  

5.4.5 Wind forcing 

 [34] explains that features of the climate in Greenland are mainly due to its location 

that creates an Arctic climate. Because of its height and dimensions, this country has a 

great impact on the movement of air in the lower, dense part of the troposphere, 

making the wind to blow along the coast, mainly. Greenland also has a lot of influence 

in the air masses exchange between north and south. In summer time wind directions 

are quite distributed between north and south origin. This doesn‟t happen during winter 

time, when northerly winds are very predominant in accordance with the fact that the 

highest air pressure occurs in the coldest areas to the West or North West. 
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Once the troposphere is overtaken, this reasoning changes and focus to the pressure. 

Here, the pressure lowers much faster with cold and dense air masses than in a warm 

air mass. So that high pressures will be present in the south while generally low 

pressures will be located in the north.The low pressure systems are related to “bad 

weather”, which entails strong winds and precipitation. During winter, Greenland is 

mainly provided with winds from the southwest, while in summer winds coming from 

the west are more common. 

Most lows develop as “waves” at the polar front and they propagate along it. So that, 

cyclone tracks travel from the east coast of the United State upwards and to the east, 

passing south of Greenland and continuing to Iceland and the Norwegian Sea. 

In summer period, lows are not such severe, but instead they displace northward, often 

straight forward to the Greenlandic western coast, where the weather may therefore be 

rather unsettled.  

Winds are also created by the difference of air‟s densities. It is of great importance at 

the edge of the ice cap. The outflow accelerates from the cooled, heavy air closest to 

the surface of the ice, down to the slope at the edge until the ground. As the slope 

increases, the wind accelerates and heats up until reaching the temperature of the 

warmer, lighter air in the free atmosphere towards the ice edge. The topography may 

channel these winds causing extremely high wind velocities at this edge. If these winds 

arrive to the fjords with lower temperatures than the ones from the fjords coastal areas, 

it will easily go all the way to the fjord eventually reaching the open sea, as an icy fall 

wind, quite strong. In Sisimiut‟s case, this would happen because it is not located in a 

fjord, so wind coming from the east will not be considered for the model. 

But local wind regimes may be cancelled by the influence of the passing cyclones. If 

winds blow towards the coast, coming from the west, they will usually be deflected 

towards the north, while an easterly wind will be deflected towards the south. A special 

feature of Greenland is that the change in the wind strength, from calm to gale may 

take place very quickly and suddenly. 
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Figure 37. Predominant wind directions in situations with strong winds in the coastal area (Source: Fig.6 
from  [34]). 

Now, regarding the model in MIKE21 SW, on one hand just local record from Sisimiut 

is obtained (see Figure A. 24 from the Annexes) all over four years (2004-2008) got 

from  [35]. As it is visible in the mentioned picture, the equipment probably didn‟t work 

during 6-7 months, in which no values were recorded. The site of the record is called 

Dumpen which lays on a height of 78 m. of altitude, right to the south west of the city of 

Sisimiut (see Figure A. 22 from the Annexes).  

Table 10. Description of the wind record station, DUMPEN, in Sisimiut. 

Station 
Name 

Station 
name 

Latitude 
Latitude 
N or S Longitude 

Longitude 
W or E 

Elevation 
(m.a.s.) 

Dumpen SISIMIUT 66º55‟36.5‟‟ N 53º40‟3.4‟‟ W 10 

Other specifications of this wind recording site can be consulted in  [36], Sites, 

Greenland, Sisimiut, Dumpen, Background Information. 

 For the modelling of this 10-min average record of the wind forcing. The wind speed is 

defined as the speed with which the wind moves compared to the ground, at a height of 

10m. above it. The 24h in which occurred the maximum wind speed has been taken 

into account. The maximum value equals to 32.6 m/sec. 
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Figure 38. Wind speed – Wind direction. 24h timeseries 07.Apr.2008-08.Apr.2008 at 17:40h (maximum 

registered in the period from 05.Aug.2004 to 12.Jun.2008 at 00:00h (Source: Matlab). 

But a simplification of these timeseries, shown in Figure A. 23 of the Annexes, has 

been the one implemented in the model. 

On the other hand, the maximum wind speed value from 1963 to 1999 ( [34]), was 

recorded in the following station: 

Table 11. Description of the wind record station, 4230, in Sisimiut. 

Station 
Num 

Station 
name 

Latitude 
(degrees) 

Latitude 
N or S 

Longitude 
(degrees) 

Longitude 
W or E 

Elevation 
(m.a.s.) 

4230 SISIMIUT 66º55‟ N 53º40‟ W 12 

 

The maximum wind speed (m/sec), within a 10-minutes average, occurred the 4th of 

September, 1972.  

Thereby, a model of wind off-shore had to be designed, with common sense, and as 

close to the reality as possible, considering the possible worst cases, with the provided 

wind values. Several options have been tested in order to choose the worst case 

affecting Sisimiut‟s coastal area (see Section 6.Results’ discussion). These tests took 

into account the largest wind speed recorded, which was done in April 2008. 

Hence, a sea-state dependent roughness is applied in this section. This decision has 

been taken due to the study of a large area (spatial scale>~100km) case. Energy 
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transfer from wind to waves or drag, in wind-generated waves does not depend only on 

the wind, but on the waves‟ interaction, too (see  [10]). 

The Charnock parameter ch relates the surface roughness lengt,z0, with the friction 

velocity,u*, squared and the gravity acceleration, g, in the following way (Ref[12]).: 

𝑧0 = 𝑐
𝑢∗

2

𝑔
      (15) 

This equation is termed the Charnock relationship as it was originally developed on 

dimensional grounds by Charnock(1955). In the model, the default value 0.01 is used. 

For coastal areas, larger values such 0.0185 should be used. 

5.4.6 Diffraction 

As stated earlier in this Section, diffraction plays an important role in wave dynamics 

when reaching coastal areas, due to change in direction and speed. So that it is 

considered in the current model, taking into account the default values (Smoothing 

factor=1 ; Number of smoothing steps=1 ).They are needed for solving the oscillations 

in the numerical solution which may be caused in instationary models because of the 

inclusion of diffraction. These are used for the calculation of the diffraction parameter. 

5.4.7 Energy transfer 

In this input option, terms regarding non-linear dissipation have to be considered, 

particularly quartet-wave interactions or triad-wave interactions. Based on earlier 

explanations on this Section, quartet-wave interactions are considered rather than triad 

ones because they have, basically, more influence on waves behaviour offshore. Triad 

interactions should be considered when the harbour has been designed, to see if there 

is any probability of non-linear energy transfer which provokes spurious waves inside in 

the harbour‟s surroundings. 

5.4.8 Wave breaking 

Because of the bathymetry, wave hydrodynamics will also be much influenced by the 

wave breaking, losing much energy in that process. As it can be seen in Figure 22 and 

Figure 23, around 100 km all along the coast are much “shallower” than the deep 

ocean, and the slope is decreasing as long as man approaches to the coastline. 

In order to have an idea about the energy dissipation because of the wave breaking, 

the similarity parameter, 𝜉0, defined in Section 5.3.1.5 Dissipation due to Wave 

Breaking, is going to be calculated. Hence, an approximation of the slope reaching 
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Sisimiut‟s Bay is calculated by extracting a depth profile (see Figure A. 25 and Figure 

A. 26from the Annexes). 

tan 𝛽 = 0.13956         (16) 

The incident wave height will be considered as the maximum value of the significant 

wave height in the “nearshore” location which resulted in 14.5149 meters, and the 

mean period corresponding to this wave height is 13.9017 sec. Hence, following the 

formulas stated in (5.3.1 Dissipation due to Wave Breaking) the similarity parameter ξ0 

is equal to 0.63, which means that a weak plunging type is the breaker in the area 

before entering to Sisimiut Bay. This value is near to the edge between spilling and 

plunging breaking types, which entail a small/moderate runup in a moderate slope with 

medium wave lengths. It has to be remembered that it is not occurring in a beach, so 

that waves won‟t break as such, but it will break loosing great part of their initial energy. 

It occurs mainly nearshore, but outside Sisimiut Bay where the wave height is seen 

reduced around 10 meters in 4.35 km. This represents how sheltered is Sisimiut Bay 

compared to their intermediate waters outside this area. 

In this case the parameters specified in the model is the default value kd=0.67 

calculated for intermediate waters. 

5.4.9 Bottom friction 

 [24], studies the influence of bottom friction. A similar model was set-up in order to 

compare it with measurements from shallow waters in Vindeby, Denmark, during 

RASEX (Risø Air-Sea Experiment) experiment. Field observations indicate that the bed 

material consists of fine sand and patches of seaweed. 

Four different options, which influences on the bottom friction dissipation source term, 

are given by the model (see  [8]): 

a) A constant friction coefficient Cf. In MIKE21 SW, the default value is set to 

Cf=0.0077 m/s. It is because tests with regional versions of the WAM model 

have shown that the mean JONSWAP value, the mentioned one, is adequate for 

moderate storms. 

b) A constant friction factor fw used for calculating a variable friction coefficient 

depending on the root-mean-squared wave orbital velocity at the bottom 

(expression of 𝑢𝑏  given in eq. 31 in the Annexes) : 

𝐶𝑓 = 𝑓𝑤𝑢𝑏       (17) 
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c) Taking into account the Nikuradse roughness, a constant geometric size 

suggested by Weber (  [37]), the friction factor has now a different definition: 

 
𝑓𝑤 = 𝑒

−5.977+5.213 
𝑎𝑏
𝑘𝑁

 
−0.194

             
𝑎𝑏

𝑘𝑁
≥ 2.016389

𝑓𝑤 = 0.24                                              
𝑎𝑏

𝑘𝑁
< 2.016389

    (18) 

where 𝑎𝑏  is the orbital displacement at the bottom given by eq.32 in the 

Annexes. The friction coefficient is calculated the same way that in case b). The 

default value kN=0.04 m. was suggested also by Weber as being compatible with 

the flow conditions for a range of swell and wind sea spectra. 

 

d) Finally the bed can also be modeled as a mobile bed with a constant median 

sediment size D50 (remember definition from section 5.4.9 Dissipation due to 

Bottom Friction). When the dimensionless stress is greater than a threshold 

value (typically 0.05), the waves will move the sediments, and ripples will form. 

On the other extreme, when the shear stress increases to a very large value 

(~1.0), the ripples will be washed out and the bed will become flat again. 

Thereafter, the bed roughness is calculated by Swart ( [38]). Finally, the friction 

coefficient is computed as in b) and the wave friction factor is calculated as in c).  

In  [24], where also uses a sea-dependent roughness state, results using this bottom 

friction model (Sand grain size d50=0.25 mm) and values, as well using Nikuradse 

roughness kN=0.04 m improve the ones got from using Friction coefficient. 

Hence, following this reasoning, the choice in this section will be the default value of 

Nikuradse roughness, kN=0.04 m, also due to its compatibility with flow conditions for a 

range of swell and wind sea spectra. 

5.4.10 White Capping 

This term is related to the dissipation source term, considering whitecapping. Since this 

is an important factor over the wind-sea part of the spectrum, and we are considering 

wind-sea and swell, this option is also taken into account. 

5.4.11 Boundary conditions 

In this section, following the scientific manual of MIKE21 SW ( [8]), the boundaries 

have been closed. In this paper, they state that, when no data is provided about the 

boundaries, they should be closed and placed off-shore, far from the area of interest. 

This is why such an area (~600.000 km2 shown in Figure 22) was chosen for this 
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analysis. Therefore the upper, left and lower boundaries has been set to Code 2, 3 and 

4 respectively for simulating that they are closed. 
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6.1 Wind directions comparison 

Since the wind direction is an important feature on the hydrodynamics, the worst case 

should be found out to run the final model. In the first part of this section, results have 

been compared in order to find out the worst wind input conditions affecting the coastal 

area of Sisimiut. These absolute results make no sense since the Spectral Wave 

Module parameters are not the correct ones. Hence, comparisons can be easily done 

because in each and every case they have been set up the same, but numerical results 

should not taken into account, in this first part of Section 6. Once the worst case will be 

found out, the final and correct model will be implemented, so that it will be computed 

with the correct parameters which have been specified all along the previous Section 5 

Model Set-up. 

For this comparison, and due to wind information given in section 5.4.5 Wind forcing, 

three wind directions, all coming from the west, has been tested (225º - 270º - 315º) in 

a location in the middle of Sisimiut Bay (383000, 7427600) (see Figure A. 27 in the 

Annexes). The last maximum wind speed specified (28.3 m/sec) was used for these 

tests, and results can be seen in Figure 39. 

The combination of these drawings leads to the conclusion that in all cases (except x-

velocity component) the maximum values are calculated with a wind coming from the 

south-west (225º). But the horizontal velocity component differs around 0.6 m/s from 

6.  Results Discussion 
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the maximum value, given by a western wind, while the vertical component is more 

than 0.8 m/s larger than the one computed with wind 270º. So that, the worst case 

considered for choosing the wind direction is a south western origin (225º). 

 

  

Figure 39. Wind direction‟s comparison ( Red – 225º ; Blue – 270º ; Green – 315º ;  Grey – Tide)     (Upper 

left– Significant wave height (m) ; Upper right – Mean Period, T-10(s) ; Lower left – x-wave velocity 
component (m/s) - Lower right – y-wave velocity component (m/s) ) (Source: MikeZero Plot Composer). 

Another interesting fact is the influence of the tide on the significant wave height. If 

Figure 39 is carefully regarded, upward to the upper-right drawing, it is fairly visible how 

that integral parameter is phase-locked with the water level condition. This lets man 

believe that the tide is an important feature in this hydrodynamic model, as stated early 

in this Thesis. 
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6.2 Sisimiut habour’s contour correction 

At the time of checking the results, a hitch was found out. Looking at Figure 40 (left 

drawing) it is visible how waves coming from the deep ocean propagate in between the 

island and the land where the major part of the city of Sisimiut lays, and this is not true. 

This problem was unintentionally created at the time of Matlab programming. In order 

to reduce the number of points defining the coastline (because of the computer‟s 

capacity), the accuracy was lost; therefore this problem was unexpectedly 

implemented.  

 

Figure 40. Significant wave height for a wind of 28.3 m/s coming from the west. (Left – incorrect model ; 
Right – improved model) (Source: MikeZero Data Manager). 

Exactly at this location, the current harbour of the town is placed. So, the correction 

was manually carried out while checking a satellite picture which showed clearly the 

correct shape of the coastline. Figure A. 28 of the Annexes show the improvement 

made in the area. More than 40 cm are reduced in the significant wave, around 0.5 sec 

in the mean period, 0.2 m/s and 0.8 m/s in the x and y velocity components were also 

reduced. 

6.3 Wind field comparison 

Now, that the errors have been mended and the worst wind direction has been found 

out, it is time to find the worst wind field for the model computations. With this aim, two 

models have been tested. On one hand, the time series described in Figure 38 has 

been applied in the whole area, varying in time and domain. On the other hand, the 

maximum value of the two data sets, 32.6 m/s, has been applied in the entire area, with 
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the worst direction found above (225º), both as constant values all along the simulation 

period. 

From Figure 41 it can be stated that the model which influences the most, by far, 

Sisimiut coastline, , is the one in which a 32.6 m/sec constant wind is considered. It 

ends up with the highest values of the four integral parameters such as Significant 

wave height, Mean wave period, and Wave velocity components. This wind forcing 

blows from the south west (225º) during the entire simulation period (24h). Hence, this 

wind model is the one which is going to be correctly computed and whose resulting 

values will be used in the following extension design.  

 

Figure 41. Comparison between a constant wind of 32.6 m/sec, coming from 225º (blue) and the 
timeseries described in Figure 38 (black) both modelling applied in the entire domain. (Upper left– 

Significant wave height (m) ; Upper right – Mean Period, T-10(s) ; Lower left – x-wave velocity component 
(m/s) - Lower right – y-wave velocity component (m/s) ) (Source: MikeZero Plot Composer).  
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6.4 Final wind field results 

This final and correct data obtained from the last computation has been plotted in the 

following Figures in order to have an idea of the magnitudes of the most important 

parameters at the time of the harbour extension design.  Figure 42 has been drawn in 

the same location that has been studied all along the current section. 

 

Figure 42. Plot of Significant wave height (red) and Mean Wave Period (green) of the final wind input 
model. (Grey line: Tide).(Source: MikeZero Plot Composer). 

The pattern of the waves velocity and directions is going to be drawn in Figure 43, in 

terms of area and in three different time steps (∆t=0, ∆t=4, ∆t=24) to see the change in 

direction and strength. 
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In the pictures below it is visible how the waves follow the wind direction at time 

step=0, when they have just been generated, and how they are being influenced by the 

tidal variation and by the incoming waves generated offshore which have suffered 

diffraction and refraction and which are mainly going into the innermost part of the Bay.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43. Directional wave and speed pattern in The Bay of Sisimiut together with the Significant 
wave Height description in terms of colours. (Source: MIKEZero Data Viewer) 
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6.5 Frequency spectra 

Finally, the frequency spectrum of this wind worst case is going to be presented. It will 

compare three different points: one offshore, a second one nearby to Sisimiut‟s Bay, 

but before suffering diffraction due to the presence of islands, and the last one just 

inside Sisimiut‟s Bay (see Figure A. 29 from the Annexes). It has been performed with 

the aim of a better comprehension of the energy behaviour as well as the frequencies 

of a fetch limited wave growth.  

 

Figure 44. Frequency spectrum of the three locations pointed out in Figure A. 29 of the Annexes of the 
waves created by the model defined all during the previous sections. 

The spectrum above also shows clearly how the wave-growth is developed along the 

fetch. The offshore spectrum looks undeveloped, which means that the chosen location 

is probably not far enough from the boundary. But this curve (blue line) clearly shows 

the amount of energy stored that hasn‟t been faded away yet; hence no dissipative 

source terms (wave breaking, bottom friction, white capping, diffraction and non-linear 

wave-wave interactions) have been acting because the wave hasn‟t reached the 

coastline yet. As soon as the shore line is approached (red line), the frequency 

spectrum achieves the usual shape, decreasing the amount of energy stored, due to 

phenomena caused by the decrease of the depth. The peak frequency corresponds to 

around a 14.5 sec. period which defines a developed swell coming throughout the 

fetch. Finally, the green curve, which represents the area of Sisimiut‟s Bay, the final 

destiny, because of diffraction due to the presence of islands, the energy has vanished 

rapidly, and is nothing compared to the first one. Here no frequency spectrum could be 

explained because the source terms have already had their affect on the wave train. 
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To describe better the frequency spectra behaviour, a zoom to the nearshore location 

has been drawn in Figure 45 . As already known, in a fully-developed frequency 

spectrum the lower frequencies, below the peak one, represent swell (large periods) 

and, as the frequencies become larger they define wind-sea, getting younger with an 

increase of the frequency. The characteristic swell frequency spectrum of a single 

wave train is very pointed and narrow (showing a large energy density in a few range of 

frequencies), while the typical wind waves frequency spectrum is much wider and the 

peak frequency has a much lower corresponding energy density value. Thus the 

combination of these two typical spectrums is a superimposed spectrum with two 

peaks, the second one much lower and corresponding to the wind waves with different 

directions,  it looks like the one below (Figure 45).  The peak frequency is lower than 

0.1 Hz, which is the peak one from Pierson-Moskowitz or Jonswap spectrums, and 

means that a long swell is defining the sea state slightly combined with wind waves. 

This is visible if the directional spreading is regarded. This directional spreading is often 

described by a normal distribution which is, at the same time, characterized by the 

standard deviation. Thus, as the slope of the curve is steeper, the standard deviation 

for wave direction distribution is lower, so that the directional spread is also lower (swell 

mainly travelling in one single direction). In the curve from Figure 45, it can be seen 

the difference of the directional spread for the swell (left) and the wind (right) peaks 

concluded that the wind waves have a quite high directional spreading which leads to 

corroborate that swell is defined travelling nearly unidirectional while wind waves are 

randomly spread. 

 

Figure 45. Frequency spectrum of the nearshore location pointed out in Figure A. 29 of the Annexes of the 
waves created by the model defined all during the previous sections. 
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6.6 Model’s calibration 

Since no data is provided to calibrate the model results, calculations taking old 

formulas from  [19] have been done in order to calculate the significant wave height, 

Hm0, the peak spectral period, Tm, and the time duration of the wave growth, t, due to 

wind, in a specific fetch length. 

𝑔𝐻𝑚 0

𝑈𝐴
2 = 1.6 · 10−3  

𝑔𝐹

𝑈𝐴
2 

1/2

     (19) 

𝑔𝑇𝑚

𝑈𝐴
= 2.857 · 10−1  

𝑔𝐹

𝑈𝐴
2 

1/3

    (20) 

𝑔𝑡

𝑈𝐴
= 6.88 · 101  

𝑔𝐹

𝑈𝐴
2 

2/3

                 (21) 

where  𝐻𝑚0 is the significant wave height, g is the gravity acceleration, F is the fetch, 

𝑇𝑚  is the peak spectral period, t  is the duration necessary for becoming a fetch-limited 

wave growth and 𝑈𝐴  is the wind stress defined by: 

𝑈𝐴 = 0.71 · 𝑈1.23         (22) 

with U as the 1 hour-averaged wind speed 10 m. above the ground. Hence, first the 

transformation from the 10 minute-averaged wind speed has to be carried out. 

Following Chapter 3, section IV of  [19], the following procedure is needed: 

𝑡 =
1609

𝑈𝑓
=

1609

32.6 𝑚/𝑠
= 49.36 𝑠𝑒𝑐.    (23) 

being  𝑈𝑓  the 10 minute-averaged wind speed, and t the total time to travel one mile 

with this specified speed. Then  𝑈𝑓 = 𝑈𝑡=49.36 = 32.6 𝑚/𝑠. 

𝑈 = 𝑈𝑡=3600 =
𝑈𝑡=49.36

 
𝑈𝑡=49.36

𝑈3600
 

=
32.6

1.266
= 25.77 𝑚/𝑠            (24) 

where 
𝑈𝑡=49.36

𝑈3600
  was calculated as: 

𝑈𝑡

𝑈3600
= 1.277 + 0.296 ∗ tanh  0.9 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10

45

𝑡
          𝑓𝑜𝑟 1 < 𝑡 < 3600 𝑠.    (25) 

Following these formulations and considering a fetch in the direction of the wind F~390 

km, the results obtained in the point “nearshore”(378000, 7425400) in UTM are: 
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𝐻𝑚0 = 12.33 𝑚.
𝑇𝑚 = 15.4 𝑠𝑒𝑐.

𝑡 = 14.1 

     (26) 

This data, together with the results obtained in the last computation has been plotted 

with the purpose of comparing both calculations, so that calibration of the model could 

be done by changing values of the tunning parameters, such as bottom friction, wave 

breaking parameters and white capping.  

 

Figure 46. Comparison between calculations with MIKE21 SW (blue) and with Shore Protection Maunal 
1984 (red). The last value should be compared from t=14.1 h even though it has been plotted as a 

constant value all over the simulation period. Tide (grey) has also been drawn to see, again, the influence 
of it on the Significant Wave Height (Source: MikeZero Plot Composer). 

Due to the fact that the fetch cannot be exactly calculated and the tide is considerably 

influencing the Significant Wave Height, the results obtained by MIKE21 SW will be 

considered to be right, or at least inside the allowable margin of error. Hence, no 

calibration will be done in this case. 
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Information about Greenland‟s harbours activity and prospective planning has been 

taken from  [1] where data collection was carried out from June to December 2001.  In 

addition to this paper, some information from 2000 to 2007 has been provided by Laust 

Løgstrup from Sisimiut Municipality. Hence, this Section will be based on values found 

on these documentations.  

Sisimiut‟s Harbour is defined as harbour number 080 in the mentioned report from  [1]. 

The comments stated at this document say that the harbour has become too small for 

the current commercial and industrial traffic. Thus, an enlargement of the existing 

Atlantic quay may generate more space for the berthing of trawlers, transatlantic, 

feeder and passenger ships. The Harbour‟s main user Companies are: Royal Arctic 

Line A|S (RAL) and Royal Arctic Bygdeservice (RAB). The first one is enrolled on 

freight transport to and from cities, while the second one is also working with freight 

transport but to and from settlements. Another main company in the Harbour is Arctic 

Umiaq Line (AUL) which is an inter-regional and regional passenger service line. 

Finally Martek ApS, a very small company, established in spring 2006 in order to 

operate commercial transportation of small amount of cargo and passengers on the 

west coast of Greenland. The company intends to operate all year round, with ships 

that may include freight and passengers simultaneously but their boats are very small 

in comparison to the previous companies ones. 

7. Harbour Requirements 
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Finally and even though it is not a shipping company, Royal Greenland is an important 

company in the area because it is a big group enrolled with the fishing, processing, 

production, marketing and distribution of seafood products. 

7.1 Determining factors for berth design 

Continuing from the specification of the main companies working on the area, the 

conditionings which will crucial to determine the extension design are included in the 

following sections. 

7.2.1 Ships specifications 

The following ship definitions are used in the design of ports and harbours ( [3]): 

Deadweight tonnage (DWT): The carrying capacity of the ship. It is the sum of the 

weights of cargo, fuel, fresh water, ballast water, provisions, passengers, and crew the 

ship is able to carry in safe conditions. 

Gross registered tonnage (GRT): The total internal volume of the ship expressed in 

„register tons‟. A „register ton‟ is equivalent to 100 cubic feet (~2.83 m3). 

Royal Arctic Line A|S 

Royal Arctic companies cover a range of companies and divisions. The parent 

company is Royal Arctic Line A / S, which is owned by Greenland Home Rule. It has a 

concession for transporting goods to and from Greenland as well as internally between 

Greenlandic towns. 

This company operates mainly with two different types of ships, in Sisimiut: Big 

transatlantic containerships (Naja Arctica, Nuka Arctica and Mary Arctica) and 

feeder/container ships (Irena Arctica and Arina Arctica). 

The ships specifications are listed on the table below: 

Table 12. RAL ships‟ characteristics 

Ship name Type 

Tonnage 

(GRT) DWT l.o.a
11

 (m) 

Draught 

max.(m) 

Nuka & Naja 

Arctica 
Containership 11 612 9 556 132.9 8.01 

Mary Arctica Containership 10 308 8 870 113.0 7.00 

                                                
11

 Over-all length: total length of a vessel. 
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Irena Arctica Containership 8 939 5 817 108.7 6.50 

Arina Arctica Containership 6 759 4 523 110.0 6.24 

 

Nuuk and Sisimiut and partly Aasiaat act as terminals for transshipment of containers 

and general cargo between transatlantic and feeder routes.  

Royal Arctic Bygdeservice 

RAB can be considered as a division of Royal Arctic Line group, and is enrolled on 

freight and passengers transportation. It is a supplementary line service to cover a 

range of rutes (from regional cities to their closest small settlements) which RAL 

doesn‟t reach. 

So that, in Sisimiut, the so-called Angaju Ittuk, Green Igloo and Aqqaluk Ittuk ships are 

entering to and operating in the harbour. 

The specifications of their ships are listed below: 

Table 13. RAB ships‟ characteristics. 

Ship name Type 

Tonnage 

(GRT) DWT l.o.a (m) Draft max.(m) 

Aqqaluk Ittuk & 

Angaju Ittuk 
Gral. cargo ship 382 255 30.1 4.20 

Green Igloo Combined ship 1 313 1 525 67.3 4.40 

 

Arctic Umiaq Line 

As mentioned earlier, although not in a high number of calls as the two previous Lines, 

AUL also operates in the Harbour. It does so with two types of routes: 

- Inter-regional routes along the west coast from Qaqortoq in South Greenland to 

Upernavik in the North with passenger and mail. 

- Regional routes in Disko Bay and in South Greenland, again with passengers 

and mail but also with goods in smaller quantities, for those districts not 

covered by RAB. 

In Sisimiut there are operations with the ships travelling around the first type of routess 

(Sarfaq Ittuk and Sarpik Ittuk) all over the year, but just from June to September 

regarding a second type of ship (Saqqit Ittuk), operating in regional routes. In total it 

sums a total number of 203 calls per year. 
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Table 14. AUL ships‟ characteristics. 

Ship name Type 

Tonnage 

(GRT) l.o.a (m) Draught max.(m) 

Sarfaq Ittuk & 

Sarpik Ittuk 
Passenger ship 2 118 73.0 3.7 

Saqqit Ittuk Passenger ship 1 211 49.6 3.7 

7.2.2 Depth requirements 

The depth in the surrounding areas of the harbour (such as the approach channel and 

harbour basin) must be calculated taking into account the worst cases of the: ship draft, 

tidal variations, vertical movements of the ship, etc. See figure below: 

 

Figure 47. Components to calculate depth required values near by the berth line and in the approach 
channel and the harbour basin. (Source: [3]) 

Hence, following the depth requirements considered in this picture, the lowest 

astronomical tide (Chart datum) has to be considered as the initial point which would 

delimit the surface in the worst conditions. This value is taken from Section 5.4.3 Water 

level conditions and is equal to 0.94073 m. 

Continuing downwards, the maximum admissible draft on the ships calling in the 

harbour should be taken into account. With this purpose, the above ship specifications 

are carefully checked and the maximum value is found out to occur with Nuka/Naja 

Arctica from RAL A|S. The corresponding value is equal to 8.01 m, and this is what is 

going to be considered in this second conditioning.  
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Now, the vertical ship displacement due to squat, waves, trim and atmospheric 

pressure has to be studied. Squat is produced due to high currents in the area, which is 

not the case. Waves cause a vertical movement of the order of 2/3HS for small ships, 

while very large crude carriers and large ore carriers will only be affected by waves of 

more than 10 seconds period. Trim is caused by the orientation of the berth and the 

wind blowing in other directions. In Sisimiut‟s particular case, movements due to waves 

are going to be considered, taking the maximum HS calculated in the previous section 

(6. Result’s discussion); this value is HS=2.44702 m, and its restriction for the depth 

calculation is 1.6314 m. The rise or fall of the water due to change in the atmospheric 

pressure is approximately 0.9 cm rise/fall of the water level for 1 mbar fall/rise in 

atmospheric pressure. In this point a reference value from Norway will be used 

because of the similarities on the weather patterns. This variation is of about ±50 cm. 

Finally, the minimum net underkeel clearance should be 1.0 m. in a rocky bottom. 

The above values sum a total amount of 10.2 m. below the sea level and above the 

nominal sea bed level (is the level above which no obstacles to navigation exist). For 

good manoeuvring control, it is necessary larger depths than in loading/unloading from 

the ship. For this, the ratio of depth to maximum draft of the largest ship is 1.3 for ship 

speed under 6 knots and 1.5 for higher speeds. This means that the total necessary 

depth, from the lowest astronomical tide, for safety operational and initial/final sailing 

conditions will be: 

D=1.5 · 8.01= 12.015 m.              (26) 

Apart from this depth, the maximum astronomical tide should be taken into account in 

order to build a high enough berth which won‟t be exceeded by the highest 

astronomical tide, 4.58405 meters. 

7.2.3 Ship movements 

Under the impact of waves and wind gusts a moored ship is in continuous movement. 

These displacements can either be in the horizontal plane (surge, sway and yaw) or in 

the vertical plane (roll, pitch and heave). The first one may have important 

consequences for the fenders, when exceeding the limits, when ships are moored in 

the berth. 

For small or fishing boats the shorter periodic waves (less than about 6-8 seconds) 

normally determine the berthing safe conditions for the ship. For larger vessels, it is the 

longer periodic waves (above 20 seconds) which can cause serious problems. 
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Therefore one of the main criteria for the evaluation of a safe harbour is whether the 

ship has enough calm conditions when moored at a berth. Due to this, wave significant 

height is the conditioning which one should check at the time of design. 

Following the recommendations of an article in PIANC Bulletin No.56, Mr. H. Velsink, 

the Netherlands, there is a maximum significant wave height for different wave 

directions before stopping the cargo/container-handling operations for safety reasons. 

These values are the following ones: 

Table 15. Significant Wave criteria for safety mooring conditions while operating in a berth (Source: [3]) 

Type of ship 
Limiting wave Height HS (m) 

0º 45º-90º 

General cargo 1.0 0.8 

Containerships, cruise ships 0.5 - 

Big trawlers 0.6 - 

Tankers 30 000 dwt 1.5 - 

 

Table 16. Significant Wave criteria for safety mooring conditions while waiting at the berth (Source: [39] ) 
 

Type of ship 
Limiting wave Height HS (m) 

0º 45º-90º 

Containerships, cruise ships 1.9 0.7 

Values for other type of ships might depend on the loading capacity of the quay. 

7.2.3 Availability of Berth 

This feature makes a prognosis of the total number of days in which the berth will be 

accessible for vessels to moor there. This characteristic depends on several 

conditionings distributed in two main categories: navigation and operation. 

Factors such as wind, visibility, waves, etc. are included on the first category while 

excessive wind, ship movements and maintenance on berth structures would be 

included on the second category. To reach this aim,  [34] is going to be used for some 

of the conditionings values as well as some information given in the previous sections. 
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Table 17. Availability table of Berth depending on navigation and operation requirements. 

Non-availability due to: 

Nº of days/year of estimated 

obstacles 

Navigation  

Visibility < 1 km
12

 13.505
13

 

Wind above 17 m/s which will stop 

the manoeuvring of the ship
14

 
9.125

15
 

Operation 

 

Excessive ship movements at 

berth (HS>0.5 m.) 
9.965 

Maintenance on berth structure 1.83
16

 

Sum estimated percentage obstacles 34.425 days  

 

This percentage, which is the sum of the restrictions due to operational and navigation 

restrictions, represents 34.425 days of the whole year. This means that 330.575 days 

are the ones expected to not present any unsafe condition for ships calling to Sisimiut 

harbour.  

To reach this aim the frequency, in which a HS > 0.5 meters takes place, has been 

calculated by computing different simulations of several wind speed (5-10-15 m/sec) 

coming from the south west (225º). This has led to find out which is the wind speed that 

causes that specific wave height. 

 Once this feature has been clear, the nominal distributions provided in  [36] have been 

regarded, finding out the frequency of occurrence of those specific wind speed and 

direction (see Figure A. 37 and Figure A. 38in the Annexes). These calculations have 

been able to carry out assuming a lack of correlation in between these two parameters. 

It is known that taking an only wind direction leads to an underestimation of frequency 

of occurrence of the 0.5 meter Significant Wave Height. Due to this, equilibrium has 

been tried to be reached by considering a lower wind speed, which has been carried 

out by considering the wind speed causing a HS=0.5 when the tide is maximum. 

7.2.4 Berthing length 

This factor will be determined depending on the dimensions of the largest ship and the 

number of moorings at the time. Apart from this, the length of the dredged area (at both 

                                                
12

 This values is recommended for an oil tanker in  [3] (1988). It sounds a bit excessive, but no 
other guideline has been found out. 
13

 Value taken from Table 8.1 from  [34] 
14

 Requirement from  [39] 
15

 Value taken from Table 10.4 from  [34] 
16

 Value taken from page 91 in  [3] 
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sides of the structure) may also be taken into account and should be, in total, not less 

than 1.50 times the length of the ship. Where more than one ship has to be moored 

along the berth, clearance in between should represent a length of at least 0.10 times 

the legnth of the largest ship. 

With this guidance, Sisimiut‟s data from  [1] acquired in 2002 together with some 

statistics done over 2003 and 2006 provided by Laust Løgstrup from Sisimiut 

Municipality, must be used in order to calculate how many ship calls are in the Atlantic 

quay.  

 

Figure 48. Number of calls per year in the Atlantic quay from 2002 to 2007. (Source:  [1] & information 
provided by Laust Løgstrup). 

Looking at this graph it can be understood that the fishing industry and the tourism had 

a noticeable increase between 2004 and 2005, after this year the tourism decreased 

again. But, for the total number of calls per year, it is clear that there was an increase 

of around 100 calls during these two years, but then the curve becomes stable for the 

last two years of this study. But, for being on the safe side, the design of this extension 

will consider a constant increase of just a 1.5% for not overdimensioning the extension 

either. Thus, the number of calls in thirty years would be seen increased in the 

following way: 

Total nº of calls in 30 years = x0(1+r)n =502 · (1+0.015)30 ~ 785 calls  (27) 

and so, the final values achieved in 2032 will be used for the calculations. This 

prognosis is done for 30 years following criteria from EROM 0.2 (Spanish Code,  [39]). 
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If the availability of the berth over one year is taken into account, a total number of 

330.575 days the harbour will be free of dangers for ships at the time of navigation and 

operation. Making an average of calls per day, it would result on 2-3 calls per day. 

Considering, in summer season (June, July and August), twice the number of calls than 

the winter ones, the forecast foresees around 13 calls per week, being 1-2 of them 

container ships calls and nearly 5 trawler calls per week during the months of June, 

July and August. Mainly considering the total number of calls at the harbour (𝑁𝑏 ), and 

the average time every one spends at the harbour (𝑡0), the number of berths, 𝑁𝑎 , 

should be calculated for an efficient extension, following the next expression: 

𝑁𝑎 =
𝑁𝑏 𝑡0

𝐺0𝑡𝑡
𝛾𝑝                  (28) 

where 𝐺0 is the occupancy factor taken from  [3], 𝑡𝑡  is the available days due to safe 

conditions from weather, visibility, sea state, etc. Finally 𝛾𝑝  is the peak factor which 

allows considering not uniform arrivals to the harbour and is equal to 1.2 ( [39]). Hence, 

assuming an average time of 10h per ship calling at the harbour, and a berth 

occupancy factor 0f 50% due to an average level of control of arrivals of ships to berth 

and considering the info given on the previous paragraphs, the total number of berths 

is: 

𝑁𝑎 =
785·10

0.5·7933.8 
1.2 = 2.37     (29) 

Hence with this conclusion the berth is thought to be designed for three ships of the 

largest size. For this, the dimensions of Princess Danae (small cruise) will be taken into 

account as a reference. Calculating this for the worst case, industrial/commercial 

(Section 3.2.1.4.1 from  [39]): 

𝐿𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇𝐻 = 𝑁𝑎𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 +  𝑁𝑎 − 1 𝑙0 + 2𝑙𝑠 = 3 · 162.31 +  3 − 1 · 15 + 2 · 15 = 546.93 𝑚 (30) 

where 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the length of the largest boat (Princess Danae), 𝑙0 is the required 

distance in between ships taken from  [39], and 𝑙𝑠 is the required distance in between 

each and every berth or at the end of itself (values taken from Table 3.2.1.5 from  [39]).   
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Figure 49. Specifications of the dimensions of a berth in a discontinuous berthing. (Source: [3]) 

7.2.5 Berth orientation 

As explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.1, the berth orientation will depend on the main 

wind direction and the main current direction. 

7.3 Harbour Basin 

The minimum diameter, following  [3] guidance should be approximately, in normal 

conditions, around 4.0 times the length of the ship. The largest ships coming along the 

Bay are Nuka & Naja Arctica which are 132.9 m. long in total. So, four times this length 

results in 531.6 m. diameters where the ship turns by going ahead and without any 

assistance. The narrowest part of the Bay, before reaching Sisimiut‟s harbour, has 

been measured and it has 564 m. width. Hence, no problems will be caused by this 

conditioning. 

7.4 Quay surface for containers and goods 

Finally, in this section the amount of containers and goods per year, as well as the 

productivity of the ships‟ cranes must be taken into account to calculate how much 

square meters of surface is needed, so that it will be easy to know the extension 

required. 

For this analysis, just data provided from Laust Løgstrup will be considered for the 

calculations. This information consists of a series of data collection from 2000 to 2007 

in some cases, and in some other just from 2003 to 2007. 

 Mooring point . 

Mooring line   
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First of all, the dimensions of a 20 and 40-feet container should be described because 

these are the ones used in Sisimiut harbour. 

Type Length x Width x Height  

 

 

20 –feet 20‟ x 8‟ x 8‟6”= 1 TEU 

40 -feet 40‟ x 8‟ x 8‟6”=2 TEU 

Figure 50.  Description of the dimensions of a 20 & a 40 feet container 

Converting the surface measures to the units of the International System, it equals 6.10 

x 2.44=14.884 m2 for the 20-feet container (1 TEU), and the double for the 40-feet 

container. And the maximum allowable pilling up of these metal boxes are 6 rows, one 

on top of the other. 

Hence, the required data now is the amount of total TEUs handled in the harbour, so 

that they need to be stored. For this, another diagram of the evolution of this system of 

transport over 7 years is shown as follows: 

 

Figure 51. TEU per year handled in Sisimiut Habour.(Source: Laust Løgstrup ) 

Here, it is visible that the tendency during 2004 and 2006 was the same that the one 

from Figure 48 where it strongly increased. But in contrast, after 2006 TEU/year 

continue increasing but just slightly. Between 2004 and 2005 it experienced an 
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increase of the 33.46%, from 2005 to 2006 it turned out to an increase of the 7.83% 

and finally, from 2006 to 2007 just a 3.63%. Since this stabilization has been 

attenuated a factor 4.27 in 2005 and a factor of 2.16 in 2006, the values which are 

going to be used for the calculations of the area will therefore consider an attenuation 

of the development of a factor of 1.1, which still means an increase of the 3.33%. Thus, 

considering a constant growth rate, the value of total TEU will increase exponentially in 

the following way for a prognosis of 30 years: 

Total TEU in 30 years = x0(1+r)n =15 484 · (1+0.0333)30 ~ 41 369.1 TEU/year 

Coming back to the initial purpose of this section, the square meters needed for coping 

with this total capacity must be calculated by using the following formulae ( [39]): 

𝑆 =
𝐶·𝑡·𝑠

 ·365·𝑔0·𝛼0
           (31) 

 The total amount of containers (TEU/year), C, is taken into account as well as the time 

this cargo remains in the quay before being removed, t. This parameter is 7 days 

(information given by the Harbour Chief Hans Fencker). Apart from this, the average 

nominal height, h, which depends on the type of machine used, is another important 

factor for the calculations. The mobile crane used is assumed to be a reachstacker– 

Kalmar DRF450-75S . It is able to storage containers in a maximum of 3-rows, one in 

front of the other, and a total height of 5-5-4 number of containers piled (the maximum 

stacking capacity). Hence the nominal height, comparing it with the guidelines given in 

Table 3.2.1.6 from  [39], will be considered as h=4. Continuing with this reference‟s 

guideline Table, the unit brut surface required, depending on the type of traffic, will be 

18 m2/TEU. Finally the occupancy factor, g0, taken from the same reference, will be 0.8 

and the net stacking coefficient, 𝛼0, will be 60%. Considering all these values described 

above, the total area needed for the container‟s storage is: 

S~7 437.94 m2 

This area includes the manoeuvring space for the crane in between the container rows 

but not the free space at the berth line for the loading/unloading of the containers and 

neither for the traffic area/road inside the area of storage, which must be added next.  

To reach this purpose, the specified mobile crane with wheels from Kalmar has been 

taken as an assumption for these calculations because no information about the one 

used in Sisimiut has been provided. (If it wouldn’t be this model, the resulting values 

should be recalculated following the new crane specifications.).  Therefore, following 

specifications from  [3], 2.5 meters should be considered between the berth line and 
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any other object on the quay. From this, the width of the crane should be taken into 

account, 4.15 m. Since it is a mobile crane, it will be considered that containers 

unloaded from the ship can be placed in this space. Moreover an area behind the 

mentioned ones must be left for traffic. This surface should have a width of around 5 m. 

Hence, in total it would represent a working area of around 11.65 meters width near by 

the berth line and along the length of the biggest container ship. But looking at ROM 

0.2 ( [39]) the minimum width allowable for the cargo handling operations as well as for 

the passengers disembarking is 12.5 meters. This is the value which will be the 

considered for the design. For the case of fishing storage areas, it usually represents 

100 times the length of the berth ( [39]). Since no values (in tons) are provided in this 

industry sector, this value is going to take as a reference. 

7.5 Anchorage Areas 

Every harbour has to be prepared for bad conditions, so that the ships may have to 

wait for more favourable weather conditions or even if they have to wait for their turn at 

berth they also need some area where to wait. This kind of area is called the 

anchorage area, where the ships are moored freely with their own anchors and/or 

buoys, so that they can keep a constant location in safer conditions. This area must be 

located in a natural protected area and in a place out of the path of the main traffic 

calling to the port and must also have some radius length requirements.  

Taking the worst conditions of wind speed and bad bed soil for anchoring, the advice 

given by  [3] is that the length of waiting or cargo handling in a bad anchoring sea bed, 

the area must have a radius of L+6D+30 meters, where L is the length of the ship and 

D the depth of this location. In bad weather conditions of mooring when wind speeds 

are greater than 30 m/s, the radius requirement would be L+4D+145 meters. 

As a rough guideline, a harbour must foresee small coastal ships mooring at this area, 

while larger ships may be required to anchor or ride out bad weather to open sea if 

necessary. 
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8.1 Site location 

In this section is time to use the information given on the previous one to consider the 

values calculated and/or given by the literature and apply them on the real problem. 

This is going to be the final work based on the combination of the information given by 

the previous sections. 

8.1.1 Due to wave parameters 

As it has been seen in Section 7.2.3 Ship movements the most important wave integral 

parameter which restricts the mooring and working conditions of a ship in a berth is the 

Significant Wave Height. In order to be able to choose the best location, the study of 

three sites ( Sisimiut left: 382700, 7427242 ; Sisimiut right: 383300, 7427375 ; Front 

coast: 382860, 7427950) has been done (see Figure A. 39 in the Annexes). 

In these three sites and for the worst wind conditions achieved in Section 6.Result’s 

discussion, the following probabilities with a return period T=4 years (the same as the 

wind) has been found out: 

8. Final Design 
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Figure 52. Significant Wave Height probabilities for a return period equal to 4 years.(Upper plot: Sisimiut 
left ; Middle plot: Sisimiut Right ; Lower plot: Front coast). (x-axis: Significant Wave Height in meters ; y-

axis: Probability from 0 to 1 values) (Source: MikeZero Plot Composer) 

With the above results, it is easily visible that the first site, corresponding to Sisimiut 

left, is the one in which higher waves take place with significant height values of around 

3.5 m. Hence, knowing that the wave directions show a nearly parallel trajectory to the 

coast line (see Figure 43) and looking at the left column of Table 15 which allows 

values of the mentioned integral parameter of 0.5 to 1.5 meters, the safest area where 

to extend the current harbour would be “Sisimiut right” (middle plot). But even with this, 

ships would have to be anchored in the middle of the Bay several days per year due to 

wave conditions, far from the berth to avoid mooring forces to the fenders or any other 

danger. Since this harbour has not the magnitude of operation as other big harbours in 

Europe or North America, and the construction of breakwaters would be very 
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expensive because of the great depths reached at the Bay, no breakwaters 

construction will be considered in this Thesis. 

8.1.2 Due to bathymetry 

In the picture below, the bathymetry of Sisimiut‟s Bay area can be seen. In here, the 

stronger orange colour represents depths between 8-12 m. From light orange to violet 

colours, the depth increases 4 meters in every colour of the scale until reaching depths 

larger than 64 m. in the violet step, before the white colour.  

 

Figure 53. A bathymetric representation of the area of interest. (Source: Data Manager) 

Thus, going back to Section 7.22, where the minimum total depth necessary is 

12.015m, the parts in strong orange are the ones which entail a need of dredging for 

safety reasons of the ships sailing and operating. From the information above together 

with Figure 53, the areas of major interest, the three remarked by arrows in the Figure 

above, can be compared. The conclusion of this section leads to choose the “Sisimiut 

right” location in which, from the Figure, it can be stated that is the one with largest 

depths. The location placed in the front coast would have higher economic costs due to 

dredging operations. 

8.1.3 Conclusion 

After the analysis of the depth requirements and the waves which cause ship 

movements while berthing and operating, it is clear that the best placement for the 
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extension of the harbour is “Sisimiut right” which lies right beside the Atlantic quay. This 

choice is also the best if looking at the economic costs of building new facilities or 

rearranging the current logistics for the transportation of the containers‟ cargo. Hence 

this site is going to be studied and tested regarding berthing length and space 

requirements due to container storage. 

8.2 Berth orientation 

The berth orientation depends on the main wind direction and the main current 

direction. Since the most frequent wind is coming from the east and/or west in  [34], the 

berth orientation due to wind will be considered  parallel to the coastline, and following 

the current layout. Considering the current, it has already been explained why it hasn‟t 

been taken into account, due to its very low effects. Hence, taking this into account, the 

berth orientation will be restricted by the wind and the current layout. 

8.3 Berthing line design 

Since the extension of 516.93 meters of the Atlantic quay to the right hand side was far 

too long for the space possibilities, this option has been arranged in another way 

considering mainly the bathymetry and the current layout and usage of the harbour. 

The main idea has been to divide the container cargo handling operations to the 

passenger/trawler ships calls. On one hand, following the current layout of the quay, 

the extension in “Sisimiut right” (the Atlantic quay) has been thought to belong to 

container handling operations. On the other hand, in “Sisimiut left”, another smaller 

extension on the Fishing quay has been thought to improve the passenger/trawler ship 

calls facilities.  Although it has the worst conditions regarding the significant wave, it 

has been chosen for the passenger/fishing cargo operations. Since passenger ships 

calls don‟t require many time at the berth line due to no big loading/unloading 

operations are done, therefore this location may be a good option for this kind of ship‟s 

calls. For trawlers, the inner part of “Sisimiut left” has been chosen, and it is even 

possible, with bad weather and sea conditions, to place the biggest trawler at the 

entrance of the harbour itself (see Figure 57). Recalculating the final berthing length for 

the new layout, the two different extensions will need the following length: 

𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑇𝐼𝐶 = 𝑁𝑎𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 +  𝑁𝑎 − 1 𝑙0 + 2𝑙𝑠 = 1 · 132.9 + 2 · 10 ~ 153 𝑚.  (32) 
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Figure 54. Berthing line extension of the Atlantic quay (Source:Autocad). 

For the Fisher quay, as the cruise ships may represent a maximum of 13% of the total 

calls, and the trawler represents a 37% (information from Laust Løgstrup), the berthing 

length will be calculated considering the biggest trawler and cruise ship, instead of two 

biggest cruise ships, which would entail an overdimension of the quay. As this berth 

there will be two different alienations, for this the formula changes into: 

𝐿𝐹𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐸𝑅 = 𝑁𝑎𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 4𝑙𝑠 =  162.31 + 67.5 + 4 · 15 = 192.31 + 97.5 = 289.81 𝑚.   (33) 

In this quay, two different usages have been thought as the solution. On one hand the 

passenger handling, improving the existent facilities. On the other hand, the current 

usage of this part of the harbour, the fishing cargo handling, is going to be improved by 

the extension on the Fishing quay, expecting at the same time an expansion for the 

Losse quay. This last quay is located at the inside of the harbour, nearby to the Royal 

Greenland factory. Since this quay is becoming part of the factory‟s daily operations, 

and the trawlers operations in the fishing quay are often related to that big group, Royal 

Greenland, a linkage between these two existent quays (Fishing and Losse) has been 

thought as a good alternative. 
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Figure 55. Berthing line extension of the Fisher quay (Source:Autocad). 

8.4 Extension design 

Thus, the first expansion, carried out in the Atlantic quay, is going to be designed for 

the dimensions of the biggest container ship handling containers at the quay. For this, 

the berth length for the Atlantic quay, calculated above, is going to be the starting point. 

It must be remembered that for a thirty years forecast, an area of 7 437.94 m2 is 

required. Apart from this area, an area of 12.5 meters width has to located all along the 

berthing line for container handling operations.  

Hence, for having this total storage area the layout of the current quay has thought to 

be modified. Nowadays, as said in Chapter 2, an area in front of the warehouse is 

being used for the preparation of mini and normal containers to send them away by 

ship (orange star in Figure 3). With the expansion, this area is supposed to be moved 

to the back part of this building, near by the current roadway. At this moment not 

enough space is available for carrying this out, but from the information provided by  

[1], this roadway is supposed to be relocated by carrying out a clearing of the closest 

part of the rocky structure to the Atlantic quay (see brown area in Figure 56). Hence if 

this is considered to be done at the same period of time that the port extension, it 

would be a solution for two problems: space for this mini and normal containers 

preparation operations and good material to be used in the filling of the terrain needed 

for the extension. Talking about square meters, the brown area represents around 5 

600 m2, while the extension would need a filling of rocky material of a surface equals to 

3000 m2. Remembering that the depth on the berth line requires 12.015 meters and 

foreseeing a height of around 10 meters, it can be assured that the material would be 

more than enough for the fulfilment of the extension in this area. 

Losse 

quay 
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Figure 56. Atlantic quay extension layout. In blue, the free area neede for loading/unloanding containers is 
shown. The magenta defines the storaging area for containers, and the triangles determines the currant 

storaging area used in the Atlantic quay.  (Source:Autocad).. 

Hence, drawing a rectangular area limited by the berth length calculated earlier, a total 

area of 7 768.4 m2 is resulting, which is more than 300 m2 larger than the necessary 

one (see area in magenta in Figure 56). From the picture above, it can be 

distinguished the blue area of 12.5 meters width and the length of the berth prepared 

for the container cargo operations, and the magenta area which is divided into triangles 

and squared figures. The first ones represent the current Atlantic quay and the second 

ones the future storage area extension (for more detail and clearness see Figure A. 40 

in the Annexes). 

On the other side of the current harbour, where the extension for passenger ships (in 

blue) and trawlers (in magenta) is going to be carried out, the needs are very much 

different from the previous ones. Since the extension of the Fisher quay represents an 

improvement of the Royal Greenland factory facilities, not the entire fishing industry, a 

75% of the area required is going to be used to locate the mentioned quay 

requirements. Hence 7 312.5 m2 are going to be distributed all along the Losse quay 

and the Fisher quay. In the case of passenger handling, much less surface 

requirements are needed. Since AUL ships carry their own facilities which erect 
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scaffolding every time they call to a harbour, not much space is thought to be located in 

this part of the extension. The minimum width requirement in a berth, 12.5 meters, is 

going to be settled all along the passenger‟s berth alienation. The same width is going 

to be located beside the required area for the fishing industry.  

 

Figure 57. Fisher quay extension layout. In magenta the extension for the fishing industry, along the Losse 
quay and the Fisher quay is drawn. In blue the area needed for passenger handling is defined. The orange 

areahas been determined for unexpected needs.(Source:Autocad). 

The passenger‟s quay is thought to be built by piles, as an open berth, in order not to 

need so much material for the filling, and also because this operating doesn‟t entail 

very much carrying capacity of the structure. The rest of the extension represents an 

area of around 3 000 m2 to fill with good material. This material can be obtained either 

the clearing done next to the Atlantic quay, where, there was material left. But it can 

also be obtained from the tunnel which was planned to be constructed in this area, to 

be used as a warehouse for the factory, or from the part in blue which has to be clear 

for the passengers use (a bigger and more detailed drawing of the extension can be 

found in Figure A. 41 in the Annexes). Here there is a simple sketch of the idea of the 

berth structures. 

 

Figure 58. Simple sketch of Solid and Open berth structure. 
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In order to check the maximum depths in which these structures should be built, a 

longitudinal profile at 35 meters far from the coast line, in the case of the Fisher quay, 

and in the case of the Atlantic quay, continuing its existing profile and along the 

calculated berth length. 

 

Figure 59. Longitudinal bathymetric profile in the Fisher quay extension (Upper) and in the Atlantic quay 
extension (Lower). (Source: Data Viewer). 

8.5 Anchorage Areas 

Taking the worst cases mentioned in Section 7.5, calculating the radius for the largest 

container ships described at the beginning of Section 7, the anchorage area should 

have a radius of around 500 meters, following the wind direction. For bad weather 

when the ship is expected to change direction due to wind and suffer large movements, 

this area should be located in the border of Figure 53. In case more are would be 

needed, depending on the number of ships, the offshore part of the Bay would have to 

be used. But when there are good weather conditions but ships must wait their turn for 

calling to the berth, this area should be relocated to the front coast. 
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Figure 60. Sisimiut Bay satellite image. Location of the anchorage area and the current harbour(orange 
star). (Source: Google maps& Autocad) 
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Results obtained after the fieldwork, numerical model and the consideration of factors 

influencing the harbours requirement (such as TEU/year, nº of calls per year, ships 

sizes, etc) has lead to a solution for the extension of Sisimiut harbour. This solution 

considers a best emplacement at the same location of the current harbour, dividing this 

extension into two different berths and operational purposes to improve their 

operability. 

One extension has been thought to be carried out in the current Atlantic quay, where 

the main cargo and passengers handling is operating at this moment. In this project, 

the purpose of the quay has changed in order to be focused just on the container cargo 

handling. With this, it is believed to be enough space for the storage and it will be 

straightened up, as well as the activity will be properly controlled. 

On the other side of the harbour, in the Fisher quay, the operational purposes are 

fishing industry and passengers. The first one is thought to be executed in the current 

Fisher quay itself, creating a linkage between it and the smaller Losse quay. It is 

because it is known that the greatest part of fish cargo is operated by Royal Greenland, 

whose factory lies nearby to this smaller quay. With the improvement proposed in this 

Thesis, it is mainly planned to facilitate the operation from and to the factory, which are 

now based on transportation from/to the Atlantic quay. The proposal also foresees 

space for the storage of pallets or other materials. Also other big trawlers are expected 

9. Conclusions 
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to call in this part of the harbour, using the mentioned extension. Smaller fishing ships 

have another area set out for their own needs. 

The extension designed for passenger ship calls lies in the same berth, but in a 

different alienation. It is, again, with the purpose of differentiating the different activities 

in the harbour, so that a better control and management can be carried out. This 

extension doesn‟t entail much space, such as the other ones, because no storage is 

needed, neither no facilities (the passenger ship lines carry their own cabin where to 

sell tickets and/or control the incomings to the ship. Since no other loads than people 

or a light cabin structure is expected, the solution tried to reduce the costs by building 

an open berth quay, held by piles. 

The numerical model which has been carried out in order to find a solution, such as the 

one described above, had to consider some assumptions due to the lack of 

information. The data most important input for this model, the wind forcing, has been 

obtained just locally onshore. Hence, the model does not provide the best results, 

according to reality, but it tries to get the closest as possible. This is an important issue 

which should be solved by taking measurements all over the area, which was not, at 

all, feasible. 

Moving to the on-shore part of this project, mainly studied and analyzed on-site, by 

carrying out the fieldwork, it can be concluded that in Sisimiut hard rocks as 

Charnockite are found, together with amphibolites and quartz intrusions. Over the 

years this material has suffered several processes such as folding, frost wedging, 

pressure increases and mineralization changes which resulted in cracks, micro-fissures 

and spalling of the initial structure. This weathering influences quite a lot in the rock 

mass characteristic parameters, in the way of decreasing the final stability of the rock 

settlement. This feature was of great importance due to the construction of a tunnel in 

the left hand side of the harbour.  

At the time of executing the required civil works in the area, the best direction for the 

tunnel emplacement was found out with the aim of avoiding possible failures. It does 

not have to be disregarded that, even if the entire rock mass structure has become 

fragile because of the weathering over the years, the rock properties themselves are 

still preserved. This means that the rock material is still good and hard, therefore it is 

useful for civil works. 

This Thesis entails a quite spread range of fields of study. Because of this, the analysis 

of each one could be a bit more extended, but for this more time would be necessary. 
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Another hitch of this project has been the lack of data. This report could be improved 

with more precise data, so that it would be fairly closer to the reality.  

Some other studies correlated with the one done in this Thesis, could be the study of 

the structures and their behavior against the wave parameters calculated in the model 

as well as some logistics due to the increase of traffic caused by the enlargement. This 

last issue may entail some town-planning modifications in the area in order to facilitate 

the management in the area. 
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The four characteristic propagation speeds from the conservation equation. 

 [1]      𝑐x , 𝑐y =
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= 𝒄𝒈 + 𝑼 

[2]     𝑐𝜍 =
𝑑σ

𝑑𝑡
=

𝜕𝜍

𝜕𝑡
 
𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑼 · ∇𝐱d − 𝑐𝑔𝒌 ·

𝜕𝑼

𝜕𝑠
 

[3]     𝑐𝜃 =
𝑑θ

𝑑𝑡
= −

1

𝑘
 
𝜕𝜍

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑚
+ 𝒌 ·

𝜕𝑼

𝜕𝑚
  

Here, s is the space co-ordinate in wave direction θ, and m is a co-ordinate 

perpendicular to s. 𝛻𝐱 is the two-dimensional differential operator in the x-space. 

The energy propagation is defined by the group celerity, which is given by: 

[4]     𝑐𝑔 =
𝜕𝜍

𝜕𝑘
=

1

2
 1 + 𝐺 𝑐 

where G is defined as G=
2𝑘𝑑

sinh (2𝑘𝑑)
, and the phase velocity is c=

𝜍

𝑘
. 

Energy density definition 

The frequency spectrum is limited by a minimum frequency, σmin, and a maximum 

frequency, σmax. A cut-off frequency, σcut-off, split up the mentioned spectrum into a 

deterministic prognostic part for frequencies lower than it (determined by using 

numerical methods) and an analytical diagnostic part for higher frequencies, which 

parametric tail is described below: 

[5]      𝐸 𝜍, 𝜃 = 𝐸 𝜍𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝜃  
𝜍

𝜍𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

−𝑚
    

where m is a constant set to 5 in this model. The cut-off frequency is defined as: 

[6]    𝜍𝑐𝑢𝑡 −𝑜𝑓𝑓 = min[𝜍𝑚𝑎𝑥 , max(2.5𝜍 , 4𝜍𝑃𝑀)]          

where σmax is the maximum discrete frequency used in the deterministic wave model, 𝜍  

is the mean relative frequency and 𝜍𝑃𝑀 = 𝑔/28𝑈10 is the Pierson-Moskowitz peak 

frequency for fully developed waves (𝑈10 is the wind speed 10m. above the mean sea 

level).  

Wind source term parameters 

The source term which indicates the wind input energy, is defined by: 

[7]       𝑆𝑖𝑛  𝑓, 𝜃 = max 𝛼, 𝛾𝐸 𝑓, 𝜃   
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where α indicates the linear growth and γ is the nonlinear growth rate.  

The nonlinear growth rate is explained from  [40] where an extension of the quasi-linear 

theory of wave‟s propagation to two dimensions is presented by Janssen (1991). A 

simple parameterization of the quasi-linear theory of wind generation was done. 

Due to momentum conservation, the loss of momentum from the airflow has to be 

accompanied by a growth of the water waves. The corresponding growth rate of the 

waves by wind was rewritten from Miles (1957) solution, resulting in: 

[8]    𝛾 = 𝜖𝛽𝜔  
𝑢∗

𝑐
 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 

where 𝑢∗ is the friction velocity, 𝜃is the wave propagation direction with respect to the 

wind, c is the phase speed 
𝜔

𝑘
, 𝜔 =  𝑔𝑘 ,  𝜖 is the air-sea density ratio (air to water),  

 
𝑢∗

𝑐
 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃=x and 𝛽 is the so-called Mile‟s parameter. This last parameter was also 

improved and re-written in the mentioned reference paper. Janssen (1991) found out, 

by numerical results that the growths of both high- and low-frequency waves depend 

on the sea state. The same author, but in 1989, found out that the wind profile may be 

described by a logarithmic profile. The profile which is more accurate respect to 

measurements is written in [40], eq.14, which considerably simplifies the current 

problem of the parameterization of the growth of waves by wind.  This improvement, 

together with the realization of the increase of the critical height of the longer waves 

(because the airflow becomes rougher in presence of high-frequency waves), gives a 

new expression of 𝛽. It is: 

[9]                  𝛽 =
1.2

𝜅2 𝜇 𝑙𝑛4𝜇,      𝜇 ≤ 1 

[10]    𝛽 = 0,                        𝜇 > 1 

where 𝜅 in von Karman‟s constant=0.41 and 𝜇 is the dimensionless critical height 

𝜇 = 𝑘𝑧𝑐  (here k  is the wave number and 𝑧𝑐 is the critical height – elevation above the 

sea where the phase speed equals the wind speed). 

With the consideration of wind logarithmic profile, this critical height turns out as: 

[11]             𝑧𝑐 = 𝑧0 exp  
𝜅

𝑥
  

where 𝑧0 is the sea roughness. For a given wind speed and direction, the growth rate of 

waves of a given frequency and direction depends on the friction velocity and the sea 

roughness. 
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The friction velocity, 𝑢∗, can be estimated in three different formulations: Uncoupled 

model using a drag law, Uncoupled model using Charnock and Coupled model. As it 

has been explained the importance of the wind coupling, the third one is the one 

chosen for the model, so that the one which will be detailed, following  [8]. 

In this model, the sea roughness is defined as: 

[12]   𝑧0 = 𝑧0𝑏 + 𝑧0𝑤 = 𝑧0𝑏  1 −
𝜏𝑤

𝜏
 =

𝑧𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑢∗
2

𝑔
 1 −

𝜏𝑤

𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑢∗
2 

−
1

2
 

𝜏𝑤  is the wave induced stress and 𝜏  is the total stress. This first parameter is 

calculated as: 

[13]    𝜏𝑤 =  𝜌𝑤𝜍  𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑡
 
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝒌

𝑘
𝑑𝑓𝑑𝜃 =  𝜌𝑤𝜍𝛾𝐹𝒊 𝑑𝑓𝑑𝜃 

where i is the unit vector of the wave direction. 

MIKE 21 SW is based on earlier models computed in WAM. In this model, three 

different formulations were created for estimating 𝑢∗ and 𝑧𝑐  considering the logarithmic 

wind profile mentioned earlier. This can be checked in Scientific Documentation of the 

same MIKE 21 SW ( [8]). 

The linear growth, α, is defined by the following expression: 

[14]            𝛼 =  
𝑐

𝑔22𝜋
(−(𝑢∗𝑐𝑜𝑠4𝜃))𝑒𝑥𝑝  −  

𝜍

𝜍𝑃𝑀
 

−4
 cos 𝜃 > 0

0 cos 𝜃 < 0

  

where c=1.5·10-3,  𝜍 = 𝜔, and 𝜍𝑃𝑀 =
0.13𝑔

28𝑢∗
 is the Pierson-Moskovitz peak frequency. 

Finally, as  [4] states,  the Drag coefficients  are defined by Wu (1982) as: 

[15]     𝐶𝐷 =  
1.2875 · 10−3 𝑈𝑊 < 7.5 𝑚/𝑠

0.8 · 10−3 + 6.5 · 10−5𝑈𝑊 𝑈𝑊 ≥ 7.5 𝑚/𝑠
  

𝑈𝑊 is the wind speed calculated at z=10m above the mean sea level. 

Description of the nonlinear source, Snl, term due to quartet-wave interactions. 

The following configurations provided a result in agreement with the exact 

computations: 
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[16]      

𝜔1 = 𝜔2 = 𝜔

𝜔3 = 𝜔 1 + 𝜆 = 𝜔+

𝜔4 = 𝜔 1 − 𝜆 = 𝜔−

 

with λ=0.25. From the conditions of resonance, angles θ3 and θ4, which are defined by 

the angles of k± relative to k, are equal to θ3=11.5º and θ4=-33.6º. 

The discrete interaction approximations, represented by the increments in action 

respect the time discretization, are defined, on its most simple form, as follows: 

[17]    

𝛿𝑁
𝛿𝑁+

𝛿𝑁−

 =  
−2
1
1

 𝐶𝑔−8𝑓19 𝑁2 𝑁+ + 𝑁− − 2𝑁𝑁+𝑁− Δ𝒌Δ𝑡 

with 𝛿𝑁, 𝛿𝑁+, 𝛿𝑁−   representing the increments in action (“particle number”) occurring 

in time  at the three  interacting wavenumbers k, k±, , f is the frequency and C is a 

numerical constant representing the strength of the interaction. 

If the increments of the source functions (Snl(f,θ)=∂E/∂t) are expressed in terms of the 

spectral energy densities E(f,θ), for the three interacting wave numbers, their 

expressions are the following: 

[18]    

𝛿𝑆𝑛𝑙

𝛿𝑆𝑛𝑙 +

𝛿𝑆𝑛𝑙−

 =

 
 
 

 
 −2

Δ𝑓Δ𝜃

Δ𝑓Δ𝜃

(1 + 𝜆)
Δ𝑓Δ𝜃

Δ𝑓+Δ𝜃

(1 − 𝜆)
Δ𝑓Δ𝜃

Δ𝑓−Δ𝜃 
 
 

 
 

∅(𝑓, 𝐸, 𝐸+, 𝐸−) 

where C’=3·107 is proportional to the previous C, also a numerical constant. Δ𝑓Δ𝜃 refer 

to the discrete-interaction phase-space element, being Δ𝑓,Δ𝑓+, Δ𝑓− the spectral 

discretization at fr, fr+ and fr- frequencies. These discretizations are combined with the 

angular increments Δ𝜃= Δ𝜃1 = Δ𝜃3 = Δ𝜃4. The equation above obtain the net source 

function, 𝑆𝑛𝑙 , by summing it over all frequencies, directions and interaction 

configurations. Finally, ∅ 𝑓, 𝐸, 𝐸+, 𝐸−  is defined by: 

[19]                    ∅ 𝑓, 𝐹, 𝐹+, 𝐹− = 𝐶′𝑔−4𝑓11  𝐸2  
𝐸+

(1+𝜆)4 +
𝐸−

(1−𝜆)4 −
2𝐸𝐸+𝐸−

(1−𝜆2)4  

As said earlier, quadruplet interactions have more impact on deep water, so that the 

above definitions do not include shallow waters.  

S. Hasselmann in  [41] found out a relation between the source function  𝑆𝑛𝑙  in deep 

water and finite depth: 

[20]    𝑆𝑛𝑙  𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡 =  𝑅 𝑘  𝑆𝑛𝑙 (𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡) 
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where R is the scaling factor between the infinite and finite depth. The parameter 𝑘  is 

the mean wave number. The scaling factor can only hold the relation for 𝑘 h>1, and with 

the following definition exact computations are very close represented. 

[21]    𝑅 𝑥 = 1 +
5.5

𝑥
 1 −

5𝑥

6
 𝑒𝑥𝑝  −

5𝑥

4
  

with x=0.75𝑘 . These are the approximations and definitions used in the WAM model. 

Description of the nonlinear source term, Snl, for triad-wave interactions. 

In MIKE21 SW the triad-wave interaction is modelled with the following approach, 

found out by Elderberky and Battjes (1995, 1996): 

[22]   𝑆𝑛𝑙  𝜍, 𝜃 = −max(0, 𝛼𝐸𝐵2𝜋𝑐𝑔𝐽2 sin 𝛽   𝑐𝐸2 𝜍−, 𝜃  − 2𝑐−𝐸 𝜍−, 𝜃 𝐸(𝜍, 𝜃)) 

with 𝜍− =  𝜍/2, 𝜍+ =  2𝜍 and  𝑐− =  𝜍−/𝑘− which is the phase velocity (𝑘−is the wave 

number corresponding to 𝜍−). 𝛼𝐸𝐵 is a tuning parameter, J is the interaction coefficient 

and 𝛽 the parameterization of the biphase: 

[23]     𝐽 =
𝑘−

2(𝑔𝑑−2𝑐−
2 )

−𝑘𝑑 𝑔𝑑+2𝐵𝑔𝑑3𝑘2− 𝐵+
1

3
 𝜍2𝑑2 

 

where B=1/15 in the Boussinesq model. 

[24]     𝛽 =
𝜋

2
 −1 + tanh 

0.2

𝑈𝑟
   

where the Ursell parameter is defined as: 

[25]      𝑈𝑟 =
𝑔

2 2

𝐻𝑚 0

𝜍 2𝑑2 

with 𝜍  as the mean angular frequency. 

Description of the source dissipation term, Sdis, due to white capping. 

In the first formulation written by Haselmann (1974), under rather general conditions, 

the dissipation was shown to be quasi-linear in the wave spectrum. For whitecapping 

processes that are short in duration and spatial scale compared with the characteristic 

periods and wavelengths of the spectrum, Hasselmann defined the source term being 

linear in both the spectral density and the frequency. However this approach wasn‟t 

very fruitful, so that another formulation was found out as an alternative, by Komen et 

al. [23]. This author realized that the attenuation of short waves by the passage of large 

whitecaps and the extent of whitecap coverage are important. And this was 
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reformulated in terms of the wave number instead (to be also suitable in finite water 

depth) by WAMDI group): 

[26]     𝑆𝑑𝑖𝑠 = −𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠
′  

𝛼 

𝛼𝑃𝑀 
 

𝑚 𝑘

𝑘 
𝜍 𝐸 

where 𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠
′  and m are fitting parameters, 𝜍  is the mean relative angular frequency, 𝑘  is 

the mean wave number, 𝛼  is the overall steepness of the wave field and 𝛼𝑃𝑀  is the 

corresponding value for Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. The general definition for the 

overall steepness corresponds to: 

[27]        𝛼 = 𝑘  𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡  

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡  is defined as the total energy of the energy spectrum and the overall steepness for 

the wave field of a Pierson-Moskowitz spectra is equal to (3.02 · 10-3)1/2. 

 

Finally Janssen‟s description for the wind input were considered and himself realized 

that there wasn‟t a good adjustment for the equilibrium between wind input and 

dissipation at higher frequencies, so the definitive formulae for this source term looks 

as follows: 

[28]    𝑆𝑑𝑖𝑠 (𝑓, 𝜃) = −𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠
′  

𝛼 

𝛼𝑃𝑀 
 

𝑚
  1 − 𝛿 

𝑘

𝑘 
+ 𝛿  

𝑘

𝑘 
 

2
 𝜍 𝐸(𝑓, 𝜃) 

where 𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠
′ = 4.1 · 10−5, δ=0.5 and m=4 are constant values, 𝛼  is the overall steepness 

of the wave field and 𝛼𝑃𝑀  is the corresponding value for Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. 

E is the energy density and 𝜍  is the mean relative angular frequency. The general 

definition for this overall steepness corresponds to: 

[29]      𝛼 = 𝑘  𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡  

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡  is defined as the total energy of the energy spectrum and the overall steepness for 

the wave field of a Pierson-Moskowitz spectra is equal to (3.02 · 10-3)1/2. 

Description of the source dissipation term, Sdis, due to bottom friction. 

Various formulations were generalized into an equation for the bottom friction 

dissipation source term by Weber [37], which contains a dissipation coefficient, Cf, 

depending on the hydrodynamic and sediment properties. 
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[30]    𝑆𝑏𝑜𝑡  𝑓, 𝜃 = −  𝐶𝑓 +
𝑓𝑐 𝑢 ·𝑘  

𝑘
 

𝑘

sinh 2𝑘𝑑
𝐸(𝑓, 𝜃) 

with k as the wavenumber, d is the water depth, fc is the friction coefficient for current 

and u is the current velocity. 

RMS wave orbital velocity and orbital displacement at the bottom, respectively 

(bottom friction). 

[31]    𝑢𝑏 =  2   
𝜍 2

𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝑘 
𝐸(𝑓, 𝜃)𝑑𝜃𝑑𝑓

𝜃

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓1
 

 [32]     𝑎𝑏 =   2   
1

𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝑘 
𝐸(𝑓, 𝜃)𝑑𝜃𝑑𝑓

𝜃

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑓1
  

with 𝜍  as the mean angular frequency, E the energy density and k the wavenumber. 

Description of the source dissipation term, Ssurf, due to wave breaking. 

In MIKE21 SW the first approach has been used to define the formulation of wave 

breaking. The source term is determined by the following equation written by Elderky 

and Battjes [42]: 

𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓  𝑓, 𝜃 = −
2𝛼𝐵𝐽𝑄𝑏𝑓 

𝑋
𝐸 𝑓, 𝜃  

where 𝛼𝐵𝐽 ≈ 1.0 is a calibration constant,  𝑄𝑏  is the fraction of breaking waves, 𝑓  is the 

mean frequency and X is the ratio of total energy in the random wave train to the 

energy in a wave train with the maximum possible wave height:  

[33]     𝑋 =
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡

 
𝐻𝑚

2

8
 

=  
𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝐻𝑚
 

2
 

where 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡  is the total wave energy, 𝐻𝑚 = 𝛾𝑑 is the maximum wave height calculated 

by multiplying the breaker parameter, 𝛾 ,at a depth d, in shallow water and 𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠 =

 8𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 . The breaker parameter is defined by Ruessink et al. (2003) as: 

[34]     𝛾 = 0.76𝑘𝑑 + 0.29    

𝑘 is the wave number. 

As a random wave train is considered in which the breaking wave height at a given 

water depth is  𝐻𝑚 , the fraction of waves which are breaking or broken at a given point 

(𝑄𝑏 = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝐻 > 𝐻𝑚 )) follows a Rayleigh distribution, so that can be expressed as: 
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[35]    
1−𝑄𝑏

𝑙𝑛  𝑄𝑏
= − 

𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝐻𝑚
 

2
  ⟹   𝑄𝑏 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝  −

1−𝑄𝑏

𝑏2   

in which 𝑏 =
𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝐻𝑚
 and 𝑄𝑏  should be determined using Newton-Raphson iteration 

method. In relative deep water, waves propagate almost without dissipation. When  

𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝐻𝑚
 increases, a fraction of broken waves, 𝑄𝑏  , also increases. In very shallow water 

virtually all the waves are breaking 𝑄𝑏 → 1, and wave height is now controlled by local 

depth (𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠 → 𝐻𝑚 →  𝛾𝑑). 

Description of the diffraction modelling. 

This approximation was proposed by Holthuijsen et al.[43]. It is based in the mild-slope 

equation for refraction and diffraction, which describes the diffraction-induced turning 

rate of the waves. 

When diffraction occurs, the magnitude of the wavenumbers, k, is given by: 

[36]     𝑘2 = 𝜅2(1 + 𝛿𝑎 ) 

where 𝜅 is the separation parameter determined from linear wave theory and  𝛿𝑎  is the 

diffraction parameter: 

[37]      𝛿𝑎 =
∇·(𝑐𝑐𝑔∇𝑎)

𝜅2𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑎
 

with 𝑐, 𝑐𝑔 the phase and group velocities respectively, before diffraction, and a is the 

wave amplitude. Phase velocity and group velocity after the effects of diffraction are 

defined as: 

[38]     𝐶 =
𝜍

𝑘
=

𝜍

𝜅

𝜅

𝑘
=

𝑐

 1+𝛿𝑎
 

[39]     𝐶𝑔 = 𝑐𝑔
𝑘

𝜅
= 𝑐𝑔 1 + 𝛿𝑎  

The corresponding wave propagation velocities of a wave group in the wave-

dimensional phase space  x, σ and θ are given by: 

[40]    

< 𝐶𝑥 , 𝐶𝑦 >= 𝑪𝒈 + 𝑼 = 𝒄𝒈 1 + 𝛿𝑎 + 𝑼

𝐶𝜍 =
𝜕𝜍

𝜕𝑑
 
𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑼 · ∇𝐱d − 𝐶𝑔𝜿 ·

𝜕𝑼

𝜕𝑠

𝐶𝜃 = −   
 1+𝛿𝑎

𝜅

𝜕𝜍

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑑

𝜕𝑚
 −

𝐶𝑔

2(1+𝛿𝑎 )

𝜕𝛿𝑎

𝜕𝑚
 +

𝜿

𝜅
·

𝜕𝑼

𝜕𝑚
 

 

The wave amplitude after diffraction effects, described by the same authors is defined 

as [4]: 
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[41]      𝐴 𝜍 =   𝐸(𝜍, 𝜃)𝑑𝜃
2𝜋

0
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MIKE ZERO - Mesh Generator 

-Outer polygon (with high coastline resolution) 

 

Figure A. 1. Outer polygon in the "High resolution" generation (Source: MikeZero Mesh Generator). 

-Inner polygon  

 

Figure A. 2. Inner polygon applying triangular mesh generation (Source: MikeZero Mesh Generator). 
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-Innermost polygon (in “Just triangular” mesh generation) 

 

Figure A. 3. Innermost polygon applying triangular mesh, in the "Just triangular" generation (Source: 
MikeZero Mesh Generator). 

-Innermost polygon applying triangular mesh (in “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh 

generation) 

 

Figure A. 4. Innermost polygon applying triangular mesh, in the "Triangular and quadrangular" generation 
(Source: MikeZero Mesh Generator). 
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-Innermost polygon applying quadrangular mesh (in “Triangular and quadrangular” 

mesh generation) 

 

Figure A. 5. Innermost polygon applying quadrangular mesh, in the "Triangular and quadrangular" 
generation (Source: MikeZero Mesh Generator). 

-Mesh generation using Linear Interpolation and assigning node values from the 

nearest Scatter points 

 

Figure A. 6. Unstructured mesh with a lower profile resolution, made by Linear Interpolation, assigning 
node values from the nearest Scatter points (Source: MikeZero Mesh Generator). 
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-Mesh generation using Natural Neighbour with and without assigning node values 

from the nearest Scatter points 

 

Figure A. 7. Unstructured mesh with a lower profile resolution, made by Linear Interpolation, assigning 
node values from the nearest Scatter points (Source: MikeZero Mesh Generator). 

 

Figure A. 8. Unstructured mesh with a lower profile resolution, made by Linear Interpolation, without 
assigning node values from the nearest Scatter points (Source: MikeZero Mesh Generator). 
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-Comparison between generated bathymetry in “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh 

generation from using Natural Neighbour method, with and without assigning node 

values from the nearest Scatter points. 

 

Figure A. 9. Bathymetry generated in “Just Triangular” mesh generation by using Natural Neighbour 
method and assigning node values from the nearest Scatter points (Source: MikeZero Data Manager). 

 

 

Figure A. 10. Bathymetry generated in “Just Triangular” mesh generation by using Natural Neighbour 
method without assigning node values from the nearest Scatter points (Source: MikeZero Data Manager). 
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-Comparison between generated bathymetry in “Just Triangular” mesh generation from 

using Natural Neighbour method, with and without assigning node values from the 

nearest Scatter points.  

 

Figure A. 11. Bathymetry profile detail generated in “Just Triangular” mesh generation by using Natural 

Neighbour method and assigning node values from the nearest Scatter points (Source: MikeZero Data 
Manager). 

 

 

Figure A. 12. Bathymetry profile detail generated in “Just Triangular” mesh generation by using Natural 
Neighbour method and without assigning node values from the nearest Scatter points (Source: MikeZero 

Data Manager). 
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This profile is located in Sisimiut‟s Bay, from the current harbour to the opposite 

coastline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The highlighted point, in red colour, on the “right” graph is the only one not common for 

both profile analysis. For this reason it has been avoided at the time of the numerical 

comparison in Table 2. 

  

Figure A. 13. Bathymetry profile values generated in “Just Triangular” mesh generation by using Natural 
Neighbour method and with (left) and without (right)  assigning node values from the nearest Scatter points 

(Source: MikeZero Profile Series). 
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MIKE21 SW 

-Comparison between the 8 models specified in Table 5 and Table 6; computed in SW 

with the same input-output parameters (Time, Spectral Wave Module, Boundary 

Conditions), except the Domain Specification. 

Results are obtained in the grid point: (380380, 7428450) from the bathymetric .dfsu 

files. 

 

Figure A. 14. “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh generation with Accurate profile resolution. (Source: 
Microsoft Excel). 

 

 

Figure A. 15. “Just Triangular” mesh generation with Low profile resolution. (Source: Microsoft Excel). 
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Figure A. 16. “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh generation with Low profile resolution. (Source: 
Microsoft Excel). 

 

 

 

Figure A. 17. “Just Triangular” mesh generation with Accurate profile resolution, Assigning Node Values 
from the Nearest Scatter points. (Source: Microsoft Excel). 
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Figure A. 18. “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh generation with Accurate profile resolution, Assigning 
Node Values from the Nearest Scatter points. (Source: Microsoft Excel). 

 

 

 

Figure A. 19. “Just Triangular” mesh generation with Low profile resolution, Assigning Node Values from 
the Nearest Scatter points. 
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Figure A. 20. “Triangular and quadrangular” mesh generation with Low profile resolution, Assigning Node 
Values from the Nearest Scatter points. (Source: Microsoft Excel). 

 

 

SEMIDIURNAL TIDE OF SISIMIUT – Matlab  

 

Figure A. 21. Yearly spatial variation of Sisimiut's semidiurnal tide (in blue) and representation of the 
extraction of the same semidiurnal tide in the month when its maximum values take place (in red). (Source: 

Matlab). 
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WIND RECORD SITE LOCATION – Dumpen 

 

Figure A. 22. Placement of the wind measuring site – Dumpen – of the timeseries recorded from                   
05-Aug.-2004 until 12-June-2008. (Source:   [36].). 

 

WIND TIMESERIES (from Dumpen) – Matlab 

 

Figure A. 23. Wind speed – Wind direction. 24h timeseries simplification 07.Apr.2008-08.Apr.2008 at 
17:40h (maximum registered in the period from 05.Aug.2004 to 12.Jun.2008 at 00:00h. (Source: Matlab). 
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WIND MODELLING – Record from 05-Aug.-2004 until 12-June-2008 

 

Figure A. 24. Mean Wind speed – Mean Direction  record from 05-Aug.-2004 until 12-June-2008. (Source:  
[35]). 
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MIKE Zero – Data Manager 

-WAVE BREAKING - Line position where a profile extraction of the depth has been 

carried out in order to calculate the type of breaking produced in the area. 

 

Figure A. 25. Line position of the depth profile extraction (Source: MikeZero Data Manager).  

 

-Bathymetry profile of the line defined above, where x=0 m. corresponds to the 

southernmost point of the line and x=4350 m. corresponds to the northernmost one 

respect Figure A. 25. 

 

Figure A. 26. Bathymetric profile corresponding to the line from Figure A. 25 (x-axis: meters along the 
section ; y-axis:depth) (Source: MikeZero Profile Series). 
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RESULTS’ DISCUSSION 

-Location (383000, 7427600) in the middle of Sisimiut Bay. 

 

Figure A. 27. Location (383000, 7427600) where the discussion of the different wind directions has been 
done in Section 6.1. (Source: MIKE21 SW). 

-Improvement of the MIKE21 SW model computed for wind coming from 270º with a 

wind speed equals to 28.3 m/s, respect one with the same features but with the island 

incorrectly drawn. 

 

Figure A. 28. Comparison between the same model (28.3 m/s & 270º) with the correction of the island  
(Black – incorrect model ; Blue – improved model) (Upper left– Significant wave height (m) ; Upper right – 

Mean Period, T-10(s) ; Lower left – x-wave velocity component (m/s) - Lower right – y-wave velocity 
component (m/s)) (Source: MikeZero Plot Composer). 
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-Location of the three different points where integral parameters have been computed 

by the model in order to check the evolution of waves and where the frequency 

spectrum has been plotted. 

 

Figure A. 29. View of the location of the three points (offshore - nearshore - Sisimiut) where integral 
parameters have been calculated (Source: Mike21 SW). 

-Significant wave height results from the three locations (offshore-nearshore-

Sisimiut) pointed out above, computing with a wind speed of 32.6 m/sec, coming from 

the south west. 

 

Figure A. 30. Significant wave results from the three locations defined in Figure A. 29, with a wind 

speed=32.6 m/s coming from 225º. (red – offshore , blue – nearshore , black - Simiut) (Source: MikeZero 
Plot Composer) 
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HARBOUR REQUIREMENTS 

-Ships specifications 

ROYAL ARCTIC LINE A|S 

 Nuka/Naja Arctica 

 

Figure A. 31. Nuka/Naja Arctica. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

 

 

Table A. 1. Nuka/Naja Arctica specifications. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

Specifications:  

Ship type Post ILUMAX – containership 

Length (m) 132.92 

Width (m) 24.00 

Draught (m) 8.00 

Service speed (knots) 16.5 

Number of containers (TEU) 782 

Reeferstik 200+ 

Loading capacity (tons) 9 556 

Crane 2 x 40 tones SWL 

Ship yard Danyard A/S 

Year of construction 1995 

Head motor MAN B&W 

Horsepower groupings 10 530 

Besaetning 13 

Harbours where calling Narsaq – Nuuk – Sisimiut – Aasiaat – Greenlandic 

harbours in Aalborg - Nalunaq goldmine - Thule Air Base 
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Mary Arctica 

 

 

Figure A. 32. Mary Arctica. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

 

 

 

 

Table A. 2. Mary Arctica specifications. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

Specifications:  

Ship type ILUMAX – containership 

Length (m) 113.00 

Width (m) 22.70 

Draught (m) 7.00 

Service speed (knots) 15.3 

Number of containers (TEU) 572 

Reeferstik 180+ 

Loading capacity (tons) 6 365 

Crane 2 x 45 tones SWL 

Ship yard Gdansk Shipyard “Remontowa” 

Year of construction 2004 

Head motor 1 HCP/MAN B&W 

Horsepower groupings 10 600 

Besaetning 15 

Harbours where calling All RAL harbours– Greenlandic harbours in Aalborg - 

Nalunaq goldmine – Narsarsuaq – Kanglinnguit – 

Kangerlussuaq - Thule Air Base 
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Irena Arctica 

 

 

Figure A. 33. Irena Arctica specifications. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

 

 

Table A. 3. Irena Arctica specifications. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

Specifications:  

Ship type ILUMAX – containership 

Length (m) 108.70 

Width (m) 21.50 

Draught (m) 6.50 

Service speed (knots) 14.5 

Number of containers (TEU) 424 

Reeferstik 130+ 

Loading capacity (tons) 5 817 

Crane 2 x 40 tones SWL 

Ship yard Ørskovs Steel ships Yard 

Year of construction 1995 

Head motor B&W/Alpha (2X) 

Horsepower groupings 7 940 

Besaetning 13 

Harbours where calling All RAL harbours– Greenlandic harbours in Aalborg - 

Nalunaq goldmine – Narsarsuaq – Kanglinnguit – 

Kangerlussuaq - Thule Air Base 
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Arina Arctica 

 

 

Figure A. 34. Arina Arctica. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

 

 

Table A. 4. Arina Arctica specifications. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

Specifications:  

Ship type ILUMAX – containership 

Length (m) 110 

Width (m) 19.50 

Draught (m) 6.24 

Service speed (knots) 14.5 

Number of containers (TEU) 283 

Reeferstik 90+ 

Loading capacity (tons) 7 627 

Crane 1 x 40 tones SWL + 1 x 60 tones SWL 

Ship yard Ørskovs Steel ships Yard 

Year of construction 1984 

Head motor B&W Diesel 

Horsepower groupings 7 627 

Besaetning 14 

Harbours where calling All RAL harbours– Greenlandic harbours in Aalborg - 

Nalunaq goldmine – Narsarsuaq – Kanglinnguit – 

Kangerlussuaq - Thule Air Base 
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ROYAL ARCTIC BYGDESERVICE 

Aqqaluk Ittuk 

 

 

Figure A. 35. Aqqaluk/Angaju Ittuk. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

 

 

 

Table A. 5. Aqqaluk/Angaju Ittuk specifications. (Source: www.ral.gl). 

Specifications:  

Ship type Bygdeskib 

Length (m) 32.72 

Width (m) 9.50 

Draught (m) 4.20 

Brut tonnage 382 

Net tonnage 114 

DWT 255 

Cargo capacity (m
3
) 290 

Refrigerating capacity (m
3
) 70.6 

Bom 1xSWL 7t 

Service speed (knots) 8 

Passengers capacity 12 

Year of construction 1984/1983 
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ARCTIC UMIAQ LINE 

Sarfaq Ittuk 

 

Figure A. 36. Sarfaq Ittuk specifications. (Source: www.aul.gl). 

 

Table A. 6. Sarfaq Ittuk specifications. (Source: www.aul.gl). 

Specifications:  

Call sign OWDD 

Length (m) 73 

Beam (m) 11 

Draught (m) 3.70 

Gross tonnage (tons) 2.118 

Net tonnage (tons) 817 

Capacity, nº of passemgers 249 

Cabin beds 104 

Compartment seats 85 

Couchettes 60 

Seats, cafeteria 82 

Seats, aft saloon 60 

Cuising speed (knots) 11.5 

Consumption, hour (l) 320 

Crew (pers.) 22 

Trade range Short international 

Building year 1992/2000 
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Nominal distributions of the wind speed and wind direction 

Nominal distribution of wind speed, calculated from records carried out in “Dumpen” 

from 2004 until 2008 

 

Figure A. 37.Wind Speed Nominal distribution calculated from records from 2004 until 2008.(Source:  
[36]). 

 

Nominal distribution of wind direction, calculated from records carried out in “Dumpen” 

from 2004 until 2008 

 

Figure A. 38. Wind Direction Nominal distribution calculated from records from 2004 until 2008.(Source:  
[36]).  
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Comparison for the site location due to wave parameters 

View of the location of the three points: Sisimiut right – Sisimiut left – Front coast 

studied in Chapter 8, Section8.1.1. 

 

Figure A. 39. View of the locations of: Sisimiut right – Sisimiut left – Front coast (Source: MIKE21 SW). 

 

Number of calls to Sisimiut harbour per year 

Table A. 7. Numerical specification of the number of calls per year, classified by the type of ship, in 
Sisimiut harbour over 8 years (from 2000 to 2007).( (Table corresponding to Figure 48). 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

N
u

m
. 
o

f 
c
a
ll

s
 p

e
r 

y
e

a
r 

RAL container 

ship 
53 43 44 65 57 60 

RAL combiship 38 20 25 2 12 2 

RAB 107 48 47 64 68 79 

AUL 139 114 135 149 97 83 

Trawlers 97 171 113 175 224 208 

Others 39 54 67 72 49 70 

Total 473 450 431 527 507 502 
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Volume of TEU per year handled in Sisimiut harbour 

 

Table A. 8. Numerical specification of the volume of container cargo per year, classified by the different 
operations, handled in Sisimiut harbour over 8 years (from 2000 to 2007).(Table corresponding to Figure 
51). 

  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

V
o

lu
m

e
. 
o

f 
T

E
U

/y
e
a
r 

Export 4 356 3 724 4 177 4 176 4 009 4 444 6 468 6 739 

Import 4 176 3 877 4 259 4 138 4 174 4 453 6 613 6 977 

Transit 2 905 2 269 1 358 1 795 2 127 4 884 1 768 1 699 

Empties 129 113 117 71 72 75 92 69 

TEU Total 

11 566 9 983 9 911 10 180 10 382 13 856 14 941 15 484 
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FINAL DESIGN 

Atlantic quay extension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure A. 40. Extension of the Atlantic quay. Differentiation between the storage area for containers (in magenta) and the free space beside the berth line (in blue). The triangles in magenta 
show the current area used for cargo storage in the Atlantic quay. (Source: Autocad). 
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Fisher quay extension 

 

 

Figure A. 41. Extension of the Fisher quay. Differentiation between the extension for the fishing industry (in magenta) and the extension carried out to improve the passenger ships calls‟ facilities (in blue). (Source: Autocad). 
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Annex 3. Matlab Code 
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Sediments samples 

-punts_C.m 

uiimport punts_C.csv 

 

-dispC.m 

x=Sieves 
figure('Units','centimeters','Position',[0.5 1 32 18]); 
awh = [8 3.5]; 
h = []; 
for i = 1:3 
    for j = 1:3 
        h(end+1) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
            'Position',[2+10.5*(j-1) 19.5-6*i awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XDir','reverse',... 
            'XGrid','on',... 
            'XLim',[0.001 4],... 
            'YLim',[0 100],... 
            'XScale','log'); 
    end 
end 

  

  
subplot(h(1)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C01,'r'); 
title('C01 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(2)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C020x2D03,'r'); 
title('C02-03 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  
subplot(h(3)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C04,'r'); 
title('C04 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(4)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C05,'g'); 
title('C05 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 
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subplot(h(5)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C06,'g'); 
title('C06 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(6)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C07,'g'); 
title('C07 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(7)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C080x2D09,'b'); 
title('C08-09 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(8)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C100x2D11,'b'); 
title('C10-11 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(9)) 
hold all 
plot(x,C12,'b'); 
title('C12 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

 

 

-punts_Z.m 

uiimport Punts_Z.csv; 

 

-dispZ.m 

x=Sieves 
figure('Units','centimeters','Position',[0.5 1 32 18]); 
awh = [6 3]; 
h = []; 
for i = 1:2 
    for j = 1:4 
        h(end+1) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
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            'Position',[1.5+8*(j-1) 17.75-5*i awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XDir','reverse',... 
            'XGrid','on',... 
            'XLim',[0.01 4],... 
            'YLim',[0 100],... 
            'XScale','log'); 
    end 
end 
h(9) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
            'Position',[1.5+8*(1-1) 17.5-5*3 awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XDir','reverse',... 
            'XGrid','on',... 
            'XLim',[0.01 4],... 
            'YLim',[0 100],... 
            'XScale','log'); 

         
h(10) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
            'Position',[1.5+8*(2-1) 17.5-5*3 awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XDir','reverse',... 
            'XGrid','on',... 
            'XLim',[0.01 4],... 
            'YLim',[0 100],... 
            'XScale','log'); 

  
h(11) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
            'Position',[1.5+8*(3-1) 17.5-5*3 awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XDir','reverse',... 
            'XGrid','on',... 
            'XLim',[0.01 4],... 
            'YLim',[0 100],... 
            'XScale','log');         

         
subplot(h(1)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z01,'r'); 
title('Z01 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(2)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z02,'r'); 
title('Z02 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(3)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z03,'r'); 
title('Z03 sample') 
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xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  
subplot(h(4)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z04,'r'); 
title('Z04 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(5)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z05,'r'); 
title('Z05 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(6)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z06,'r'); 
title('Z06 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(7)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z07,'r'); 
title('Z07 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(8)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z08,'g'); 
title('Z08 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(9)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z09,'g'); 
title('Z09 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

  

  
subplot(h(10)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z100x2D11,'r'); 
title('Z10-11 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 
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subplot(h(11)) 
hold all 
plot(x,Z120x2D13,'g'); 
title('Z12-13 sample') 
xlabel('Sieve sizes') 
ylabel('% Passing') 

 

Ecosounder route 

-route.m 

figure('Units','centimeters','Position',[0.5 1 32 18]); 
h = axesm('eqdconic',... 
    'MapLatLimit',[66.93 66.96],... 
    'MapLonLimit',[-53.74 -53.62],... 
    'Frame','on',... 
    'FLineWidth',1,... 
    'Grid','on',... 
    'GLineStyle','-',... 
    'GLineWidth',0.2,... 
    'FontName','times',... 
    'FontSize',10,... 
    'MeridianLabel','on',... 
    'ParallelLabel','on',... 
    'MLabelRound',-2,... 
    'PLabelRound',-2,... 
    'PLineLocation',0.01,... 
    'MLineLocation',0.02); 
tightmap 

  
hold on   
bbox=[-54 66.8;-53.6 67]; 
S = shaperead('Ulkebugten_Coastline.shp','UseGeoCoords', 

true,'BoundingBox',bbox); 
geoshow(S) 
S = shaperead('Ulkebugten_Land.shp','UseGeoCoords', 

true,'BoundingBox',bbox); 
geoshow(S) 
hold all 
cmap = colormap(jet(11)) 

  
geoshow(POINTScinc(:,1),POINTScinc(:,2),'DisplayType','point','Marker'

,'.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(1,:));         
geoshow(POINTSdeu(:,1),POINTSdeu(:,2),'DisplayType','point','Marker','

.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(2,:));       
geoshow(POINTSquinze(:,1),POINTSquinze(:,2),'DisplayType','point','Mar

ker','.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(3,:));         
geoshow(POINTSvint(:,1),POINTSvint(:,2),'DisplayType','point','Marker'

,'.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(4,:));         
geoshow(POINTSvinticinc(:,1),POINTSvinticinc(:,2),'DisplayType','point

','Marker','.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(5,:));         
geoshow(POINTStrenta(:,1),POINTStrenta(:,2),'DisplayType','point','Mar

ker','.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(6,:));         
geoshow(POINTStrentacinc(:,1),POINTStrentacinc(:,2),'DisplayType','poi

nt','Marker','.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(7,:));         
geoshow(POINTSquaranta(:,1),POINTSquaranta(:,2),'DisplayType','point',

'Marker','.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(8,:));         
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geoshow(POINTSquarantacinc(:,1),POINTSquarantacinc(:,2),'DisplayType',

'point','Marker','.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(9,:));         
geoshow(POINTScinquantacinc(:,1),POINTScinquanta(:,2),'DisplayType','p

oint','Marker','.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(10,:));                                                                                     
geoshow(POINTScinquantacinc(:,1),POINTScinquantacinc(:,2),'DisplayType

','point','Marker','.','MarkerSize',[3],'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(11,:));         
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Coastline profile 

-Greenland_contorn.m 

bbox=[-54.5 65.5;-53 69.5]; 
S = shaperead('World_Land','UseGeoCoords',true,'BoundingBox',bbox); 
s=[S.BoundingBox] 

  
geoshow(S(1:2786)) 
hold on 
geoshow(S(2788:2794)) 

  
S(2795)=[]; 
S(2787)=[]; 

  
so=simplifyshape(S,5,20,1/60) 
geoshow(so) 

  
clear s 
s=size(so); 
Lon=[so.Lon]; 
Lat=[so.Lat]; 
L=[Lon' Lat']; 
TF = isnan(L); 
R=find(TF==1); 
Z=size(Lon'); 
A=ones(Z,1); 
L=[Lon' Lat' A]; 
count=size(L); 
count2=size(R); 
L(R(1:count2(1)/2),:)=[]; 
for j=1:count2(1)/2; 
    L((R(j)-j),:)=[Lon(R(j)-1) Lat(R(j)-1) 0] ; 

     
end 

  
count3=size(L); 
B=10*ones(count3,1); 
L=[L(:,1) L(:,2) L(:,3) B]; 

  

  

  
clear i 
clear j 
clear k 
clear count2 
clear count 
clear Z 
clear TF 
clear S 
clear R 
clear Lat 
clear Lon 
clear A 
clear B 
clear count3 
clear ans 
clear bbox 
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clear s 
clear so 

  
save 'Greenland_detailed' -ascii 

 

-simplifyshape.m (by Morten Holtegaard) 

function so = simplifyshape(si,n1,n2,m) 
% SIMPLIFYSHAPE simplifies a geostruct2 structure by averaging over a 

number 
% of points in each shape and reducing the number of points. 
% Geometry and Attributes are kept whereas BoundingBox is updated. 
% si is the input structure, which should be read from a shapefile 

prior to 
% calling simplifyshape. n1 is the number of points over which to 

average, 
% n2 is the distance of points to keep (n2 = 1) results in a pure 

moving 
% average over n1 points), and m is the minimum size of shapes to 

keep. 
% Change as of 8 August 2008: n2 has been added. 
% 
% This function seems to work nicely. However, when calling it with an 
% input variable, the computer appears to be running out of memory. I 
% should easily be able to alter the code, so that memory problems 

don't 
% persist. I should start out with checking the input variables and 

return 
% if there is a problem. I also need to take into account that shapes 

could 
% cross +-180 E/W, in which case averaging is a problem. 
% 
% Note that m has to correspond with the coordinates used, e.g. 

multiply 
% by 111 km if coordinates are UTM. 
% the size of which should be turned into a length. 
% First, remove all shapes that are too small. 
if nargin == 3 
    error('Warning: SIMPLIFYSHAPE has changed and is now using four 

input variables. Update your calls accordingly.'); 
end 
BB = [si.BoundingBox]; 
lower = BB(1,2:2:end); 
upper = BB(2,2:2:end); 
west  = BB(1,1:2:end-1); 
east  = BB(2,1:2:end-1); 
dist = sqrt((upper-lower).^2 + (east-west).^2); 
d = find(dist <= m); 
si(d) = []; 

  
% Then, simplify the rest 
if max(strcmp(fieldnames(si),'Lat')) == 1 
    for i = 1:length(si) 
        disp(i); 
        % Transpose if Lat,Lon are column vectors 
        if size(si(i).Lat,1)>1 
            si(i).Lat = si(i).Lat'; 
            si(i).Lon = si(i).Lon';             
        end 
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        if ~isnan(si(i).Lat(end)) % Adding a NaN to the end for 

convenience 
            enan = 0; 
            si(i).Lat = [si(i).Lat NaN]; 
            si(i).Lon = [si(i).Lon NaN]; 
        else 
            enan = 1; 
        end 
        slat = si(i).Lat(1:end-n1+1); % Vectors for holding the sums 

for averaging 
        slon = si(i).Lon(1:end-n1+1); 
        for j = 2:n1 
            slat = slat + si(i).Lat(j:end-n1+j); 
            slon = slon + si(i).Lon(j:end-n1+j); 
        end 
        slat = slat/n1; 
        slon = slon/n1; 
        alat = [si(i).Lat(1) slat(2:n2:end-2) si(i).Lat(end-1:end)]; 
        alon = [si(i).Lon(1) slon(2:n2:end-2) si(i).Lon(end-1:end)]; 
        % Assuming that 300 degrees is enough to tell apart points on 

either side of +-180 E/W. 
        m = find(abs(si(i).Lon(1:end-1) - si(i).Lon(2:end)) > 300); 
        m = sort([m m+1]); 
        k = round((m - (n1-1)/2 - 2)/n1 + 2); % Elements in alat, alon 

influenced by points on either side 
        while length(k)>=1 
            alat(k(1)) = si(i).Lat(m(1)); 
            alon(k(1)) = si(i).Lon(m(1)); 
            if k(2) == k(1) 
                alat = [alat(1:k(1)) si(i).Lat(m(2)) 

alat(k(1)+1:end)]; 
                alon = [alon(1:k(1)) si(i).Lon(m(2)) 

alon(k(1)+1:end)]; 
                m(1:2) = []; 
                k(1:2) = []; 
                if ~isempty(k) 
                    k = k+1; 
                end 
            else 
                alat(k(2)) = si(i).Lat(m(2)); 
                alon(k(2)) = si(i).Lon(m(2)); 
                m(1:2) = []; 
                k(1:2) = []; 
            end 
        end 
        si(i).Lat = alat; 
        si(i).Lon = alon; 
        si(i).BoundingBox = [min(si(i).Lon) min(si(i).Lat); 

max(si(i).Lon) max(si(i).Lat)]; 
    end 
end 

     
so = si; 
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Bathymetry 

-bat.m 

A=dybder(:,1); 
B=dybder(:,2); 
C=dybder(:,3); 
D=[B A -C]; 

  
clear A 
clear B 
clear C 
clear dybder 

  
save 'D' -ascii 

 

-ReduccioBat-gran.m 

[Lon,Lat,z]=textread('D.xyz','%f %f %f'); 
D=[Lon Lat -z]; 
clear Lon 
clear Lat 
clear z 
x=size(D); 
j=zeros(x,3); 
for i=1:10:x; 
    j(i,:)=[D(i,1) D(i,2) D(i,3)]; 
end 
clear D 
clear i 
S=find(j(:,1)); 
n=size(S); 
l=zeros(n,4); 
for k=1:n; 
    p=S(k); 
    l(k,:)=[j(p,:) 3]; 
end 

  
clear S 
clear n 
clear p 
clear j 
clear k 
clear x 

  
save 'BR-gran' -ascii 

  
plot(l(:,1),l(:,2),'rx') 

 

-BatWorld.m 

[Lon,Lat,z]=textread('nat-8056.xyz','%f %f %f'); 
D=[Lon Lat z]; 
clear Lon 
clear Lat 
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clear z 
s=find(D(:,3)>=0); 
count=size(s); 
for i=1:count(1); 
    D((s(i))-(i-1),:)=[]; 
end 
x=size(D); 
j=zeros(x/5,3); 
for i=1:5:x; 
    j(i,:)=[D(i,1) D(i,2) D(i,3)]; 
end 
clear D 
clear i 
n=size(j); 
l=zeros(n,4); 
for k=1:n; 
    l(k,:)=[j(k,:) 3]; 
end 
sf=find(l(:,1)==0); 
l(s,:)=[]; 

  

  
clear count 
clear n 
clear s 
clear j 
clear k 
clear x 

  
save 'BRGreenland' -ascii 

  
plot(l(:,1),l(:,2),'rx') 

 

 

-bat_zona_petita.m 

S = shaperead('Ulkebugten_Depth','UseGeoCoords',true); 
geoshow(S(1),'color','r') 
hold on 
geoshow(S(2),'color','r') 
hold on 
geoshow(S(3),'color','b') 
hold on 
geoshow(S(4),'color','b') 
hold on 
geoshow(S(5),'color','g') 
hold on 
geoshow(S(6),'color','m') 
hold on 
geoshow(S(7),'color','c') 
hold on 
geoshow(S(8),'color','r') 
hold on 
geoshow(S(9),'color','g') 
hold on 
S(1).CONTOUR 
S(2).CONTOUR 
S(3).CONTOUR 
S(4).CONTOUR 
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S(5).CONTOUR 
S(6).CONTOUR 
S(7).CONTOUR 
S(8).CONTOUR 
S(9).CONTOUR 

  
L=zeros(59,4); 
L(1,1)=cursor_info_10_1.Position(1); 
L(2,1)=cursor_info_10_2.Position(1); 
L(3,1)=cursor_info_10_3.Position(1); 
L(4,1)=cursor_info_10_4.Position(1); 
L(5,1)=cursor_info_10_5.Position(1); 
L(6,1)=cursor_info_10_6.Position(1); 
L(7,1)=cursor_info_10_7.Position(1); 
L(8,1)=cursor_info_10_8.Position(1); 
L(9,1)=cursor_info_10_9.Position(1); 
L(10,1)=cursor_info_10_10.Position(1); 
L(11,1)=cursor_info_10_11.Position(1); 
L(12,1)=cursor_info_10_12.Position(1); 
L(13,1)=cursor_info_10_13.Position(1); 
L(14,1)=cursor_info_10_14.Position(1); 
L(15,1)=cursor_info_10_15.Position(1); 
L(16,1)=cursor_info_10_16.Position(1); 
L(17,1)=cursor_info_10_17.Position(1); 
L(18,1)=cursor_info_10_18.Position(1); 
L(19,1)=cursor_info_10_19.Position(1); 
L(20,1)=cursor_info_10_20.Position(1); 
L(21,1)=cursor_info_10_21.Position(1); 
L(22,1)=cursor_info_10_22.Position(1); 
L(23,1)=cursor_info_10_23.Position(1); 
L(24,1)=cursor_info_10_24.Position(1); 
L(25,1)=cursor_info_10_25.Position(1); 
L(26,1)=cursor_info_10_26.Position(1); 
L(27,1)=cursor_info_20_1.Position(1); 
L(28,1)=cursor_info_20_2.Position(1); 
L(29,1)=cursor_info_20_3.Position(1); 
L(30,1)=cursor_info_20_4.Position(1); 
L(31,1)=cursor_info_20_5.Position(1); 
L(32,1)=cursor_info_20_6.Position(1); 
L(33,1)=cursor_info_20_7.Position(1); 
L(34,1)=cursor_info_20_8.Position(1); 
L(35,1)=cursor_info_20_9.Position(1); 
L(36,1)=cursor_info_20_10.Position(1); 
L(37,1)=cursor_info_20_11.Position(1); 
L(38,1)=cursor_info_20_12.Position(1); 
L(39,1)=cursor_info_20_13.Position(1); 
L(40,1)=cursor_info_20_14.Position(1); 
L(41,1)=cursor_info_20_15.Position(1); 
L(42,1)=cursor_info_20_16.Position(1); 
L(43,1)=cursor_info_20_17.Position(1); 
L(44,1)=cursor_info_20_18.Position(1); 
L(45,1)=cursor_info_20_19.Position(1); 
L(46,1)=cursor_info_30_1.Position(1); 
L(47,1)=cursor_info_30_2.Position(1); 
L(48,1)=cursor_info_30_3.Position(1); 
L(49,1)=cursor_info_30_4.Position(1); 
L(50,1)=cursor_info_30_5.Position(1); 
L(51,1)=cursor_info_30_6.Position(1); 
L(52,1)=cursor_info_30_7.Position(1); 
L(53,1)=cursor_info_30_8.Position(1); 
L(54,1)=cursor_info_30_9.Position(1); 
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L(55,1)=cursor_info_30_10.Position(1); 
L(56,1)=cursor_info_30_11.Position(1); 
L(57,1)=cursor_info_30_12.Position(1); 
L(58,1)=cursor_info_30_13.Position(1); 
L(59,1)=cursor_info_30_14.Position(1); 

  
L(1,2)=cursor_info_10_1.Position(2); 
L(2,2)=cursor_info_10_2.Position(2); 
L(3,2)=cursor_info_10_3.Position(2); 
L(4,2)=cursor_info_10_4.Position(2); 
L(5,2)=cursor_info_10_5.Position(2); 
L(6,2)=cursor_info_10_6.Position(2); 
L(7,2)=cursor_info_10_7.Position(2); 
L(8,2)=cursor_info_10_8.Position(2); 
L(9,2)=cursor_info_10_9.Position(2); 
L(10,2)=cursor_info_10_10.Position(2); 
L(11,2)=cursor_info_10_11.Position(2); 
L(12,2)=cursor_info_10_12.Position(2); 
L(13,2)=cursor_info_10_13.Position(2); 
L(14,2)=cursor_info_10_14.Position(2); 
L(15,2)=cursor_info_10_15.Position(2); 
L(16,2)=cursor_info_10_16.Position(2); 
L(17,2)=cursor_info_10_17.Position(2); 
L(18,2)=cursor_info_10_18.Position(2); 
L(19,2)=cursor_info_10_19.Position(2); 
L(20,2)=cursor_info_10_20.Position(2); 
L(21,2)=cursor_info_10_21.Position(2); 
L(22,2)=cursor_info_10_22.Position(2); 
L(23,2)=cursor_info_10_23.Position(2); 
L(24,2)=cursor_info_10_24.Position(2); 
L(25,2)=cursor_info_10_25.Position(2); 
L(26,2)=cursor_info_10_26.Position(2); 
L(27,2)=cursor_info_20_1.Position(2); 
L(28,2)=cursor_info_20_2.Position(2); 
L(29,2)=cursor_info_20_3.Position(2); 
L(30,2)=cursor_info_20_4.Position(2); 
L(31,2)=cursor_info_20_5.Position(2); 
L(32,2)=cursor_info_20_6.Position(2); 
L(33,2)=cursor_info_20_7.Position(2); 
L(34,2)=cursor_info_20_8.Position(2); 
L(35,2)=cursor_info_20_9.Position(2); 
L(36,2)=cursor_info_20_10.Position(2); 
L(37,2)=cursor_info_20_11.Position(2); 
L(38,2)=cursor_info_20_12.Position(2); 
L(39,2)=cursor_info_20_13.Position(2); 
L(40,2)=cursor_info_20_14.Position(2); 
L(41,2)=cursor_info_20_15.Position(2); 
L(42,2)=cursor_info_20_16.Position(2); 
L(43,2)=cursor_info_20_17.Position(2); 
L(44,2)=cursor_info_20_18.Position(2); 
L(45,2)=cursor_info_20_19.Position(2); 
L(46,2)=cursor_info_30_1.Position(2); 
L(47,2)=cursor_info_30_2.Position(2); 
L(48,2)=cursor_info_30_3.Position(2); 
L(49,2)=cursor_info_30_4.Position(2); 
L(50,2)=cursor_info_30_5.Position(2); 
L(51,2)=cursor_info_30_6.Position(2); 
L(52,2)=cursor_info_30_7.Position(2); 
L(53,2)=cursor_info_30_8.Position(2); 
L(54,2)=cursor_info_30_9.Position(2); 
L(55,2)=cursor_info_30_10.Position(2); 
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L(56,2)=cursor_info_30_11.Position(2); 
L(57,2)=cursor_info_30_12.Position(2); 
L(58,2)=cursor_info_30_13.Position(2); 
L(59,2)=cursor_info_30_14.Position(2); 

  

  
for i=1:26; 
    L(i,:)=[L(i,1) L(i,2) -10 3]; 
end 
for i=27:45; 
    L(i,:)=[L(i,1) L(i,2) -20 3]; 
end 
for i=46:59; 
    L(i,:)=[L(i,1) L(i,2) -30 3]; 

  
end 

  
clear S 
clear cursor_info_10_1 
clear cursor_info_10_2 
clear cursor_info_10_3 
clear cursor_info_10_4 
clear cursor_info_10_5 
clear cursor_info_10_6 
clear cursor_info_10_7 
clear cursor_info_10_8 
clear cursor_info_10_9 
clear cursor_info_10_10 
clear cursor_info_10_11 
clear cursor_info_10_12 
clear cursor_info_10_13 
clear cursor_info_10_14 
clear cursor_info_10_15 
clear cursor_info_10_16 
clear cursor_info_10_17 
clear cursor_info_10_18 
clear cursor_info_10_19 
clear cursor_info_10_20 
clear cursor_info_10_21 
clear cursor_info_10_22 
clear cursor_info_10_23 
clear cursor_info_10_24 
clear cursor_info_10_25 
clear cursor_info_10_26 

  
clear cursor_info_20_1 
clear cursor_info_20_2 
clear cursor_info_20_3 
clear cursor_info_20_4 
clear cursor_info_20_5 
clear cursor_info_20_6 
clear cursor_info_20_7 
clear cursor_info_20_8 
clear cursor_info_20_9 
clear cursor_info_20_10 
clear cursor_info_20_11 
clear cursor_info_20_12 
clear cursor_info_20_13 
clear cursor_info_20_14 
clear cursor_info_20_15 
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clear cursor_info_20_16 
clear cursor_info_20_17 
clear cursor_info_20_18 
clear cursor_info_20_19 

  
clear cursor_info_30_1 
clear cursor_info_30_2 
clear cursor_info_30_3 
clear cursor_info_30_4 
clear cursor_info_30_5 
clear cursor_info_30_6 
clear cursor_info_30_7 
clear cursor_info_30_8 
clear cursor_info_30_9 
clear cursor_info_30_10 
clear cursor_info_30_11 
clear cursor_info_30_12 
clear cursor_info_30_13 
clear cursor_info_30_14 

  
clear i 

  
save 'BRGreenland_complementaria' -ascii 

  
hold on 

  
plot(L(:,1),L(:,2),'rx') 
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Tide 

figure('Units','centimeters','Position',[0.5 1 32 18]); 
awh = [29 6]; 
h=[]; 
for j = 1:2 
    h(end+1) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
        'Position',[1.5 18-8*j awh],... 
        'FontName','times',... 
        'GridLineStyle','--',... 
        'XMinorGrid','on');      
end 

  
F1=265.8175; 
H=[117.1 45.1 33.5 12.7]; 
T=[0.517361 0.5 0.997222 1.08264]; 
G=[3.9968 4.57276 2.33874 1.71042]; 
t1=[151:0.0417:181]; 

  
for i=1:3; 
    F1=F1+(H(i)).*cos((2*pi/T(i))*t1'+G(i)); 
end 

  
F2=265.8175; 
t2=[0:0.0417:365]; 

  
for i=1:3; 
    F2=F2+(H(i)).*cos((2*pi/T(i))*t2'+G(i)); 
end 

  

  
subplot(h(1)) 
hold all 
plot(t1,F1,'r-'); 
title('Semi-diurnal Tidal Harmonic Spatial variation') 
xlabel('t(d)') 
ylabel('Water elevation(cm)') 
axis([151 181 0 500]) 

  
subplot(h(2)) 
hold all 
plot(t2,F2,'b-'); 
title('Semi-diurnal Tidal Harmonic Spatial variation') 
xlabel('t(d)') 
ylabel('Water elevation(cm)') 
axis([0 365 0 500]) 

  

  
Tide=[F2 t2']; 

  
clear F1 
clear F2 
clear G 
clear H 
clear T 
clear awh 
clear h 
clear i 
clear j 
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clear t1 
clear t2 

  
save 'Tide' -ascii  
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Current 

-Current Section.m 

[dist,depth]=textread('current_section.txt','%f %f'); 
area=0; 
for i=1:7 
    area=area+abs(depth(i+1)+depth(i))/2; 
end 

 

-Perpendicular RectaCurrent.m 

[x,y]=textread('PuntsRectaCurrent.txt','%f %f'); 
m=(y(2)-y(1))/(x(2)-x(1)); 
mPerpendicular=-1/m; 
Teta=atan(mPerpendicular)*360/(2*pi) 
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Wind time series 

-Wind.m 

[ws,date]=textread('Artek-1263551193-0.dat','%f %f'); 
C=max(ws); 
s=find(ws==C); 
D=date(s); 
d=find(date==2.0070205000000e+11) 
d1=find(date==2.0070206000000e+11) 
W=ws(d:d1) 
DD=zeros(145,1) 
for i=1:145 
    DD(i)=i*600 
end 
figure('Units','centimeters','Position',[5 5 15.5 11]); 
awh=[13 8.5] 
h = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
            'Position',[1.5 1.5 awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XLim',[0 87000],... 
            'YLim',[14 26]); 

         
hold all 
plot(DD,W,'b'); 
title('Wind timeseries') 
xlabel('Seconds') 
ylabel('Wind speed') 

  
F=[W DD] 

  
clear ws 
clear date 
clear C 
clear s 
clear D 
clear d 
clear d1 
clear W 
clear DD 
clear awh 
clear i 
clear h 

  

  
save 'wind_03-09' -ascii 

 

-WindDumpen.m 

[ws,date]=textread('Artek-1263918460-0_DumpenTXT.txt','%f %f'); 
C=max(ws) 
s=find(ws==C); 
D=date(s) 
d=find(date==2.008040717400000e+11) 
d1=find(date==2.008040817400000e+11) 
W=ws(d+1:6:d1+1); 
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Ws=size(W); 
DD=zeros(Ws(:,1),1); 
for i=1:Ws; 
    DD(i)=i*3600; 
end 

  
figure('Units','centimeters','Position',[2.5 0 25 20]); 
awh=[23 4.15] 
h=[]; 
h(1) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
            'Position',[1.5 13.5 awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'FontSize',12,... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XLim',[3600 90000],... 
            'YLim',[5 35]); 

  
hold all 
subplot(h(1)) 
plot(DD,W,'b'); 
title('Wind timeseries') 
xlabel('Seconds') 
ylabel('Wind speed') 

  
[wsD,dateD]=textread('Artek-1264423590-0_Dumpen_direction.txt','%f 

%f'); 
WD=wsD(d+1:6:d1+1); 

  

  
h(2) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
            'Position',[1.5 7.5 awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'FontSize',12,... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XLim',[3600 90000],... 
            'YLim',[0 360]); 

         

         
hold all 
subplot(h(2)) 
plot(DD,WD,'b'); 
title('Wind timeseries') 
xlabel('Seconds') 
ylabel('Wind direction') 

  
[wsT,dateT]=textread('Artek-1264423590-1_Dumpen Temperature.txt','%f 

%f'); 
WT=wsT(d+1:6:d1+1); 

  

  
h(3) = axes('Units','centimeters',... 
            'Position',[1.5 1.5 awh],... 
            'FontName','times',... 
            'FontSize',12,... 
            'GridLineStyle','--',... 
            'XLim',[3600 90000],... 
            'YLim',[-5 5]); 
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hold all 
subplot(h(3)) 
plot(DD,WT,'b'); 
title('Wind timeseries') 
xlabel('Seconds') 
ylabel('Temperature') 

  

  
F=[W WD WT DD]; 

  

  

  
clear ws 
clear date 
clear C 
clear s 
clear D 
clear d 
clear d1 
clear W 
clear DD 
clear Ws 
clear awh 
clear h 
clear i 
clear WD 
clear WT 
clear dateD 
clear dateT 
clear wsD 
clear wsT 

  
FD=F(:,2)*pi/180; 
FDU=cos(FD(:,1)); 
FDV=sin(FD(:,1)); 
FSU=-F(:,1).*FDU(:,1); 
FSV=-F(:,1).*FDV(:,1); 

  
F1=[FSU FSV]; 

  
clear F 
clear FD 
clear FDU 
clear FDV 
clear FSU 
clear FSV 

  
save 'Wind' -ascii 
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Annex 4. Data Files (samples) 
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Contour lines 

 Greenland_detailed.xyz 

Format change of World_Land.shp after using Greenland_contorn.m. 
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Bathymetry 

 Dybder.xyz  

Accurate bathymetry around Sisimiut‟s Bay surroundings, raw data. 

 

 D.xyz  

Format change of dybder.xyz obtained after using bat.m. 
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 BR-gran.xyz  

Format change of D.xyz obtained after using ReduccioBat-gran.m. 

 

 nat-8056.xyz 

Raw data; 2-minute resolution bathymetry from  [44] 
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 BRGreenland.xyz  

Format change of nat-8056.xyz after using BatWorld.m. 

 

 BRGreenland_complementaria.xyz  

Format change of raw data from a shape file after using bat_zona_petita.m 
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 Current_section.txt  
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Wind raw data 

 Artek-1263918460-0_DumpenTXT.txt 

Raw wind data from  [35]. 

 

 Wind.res 

Format change of raw data after using WindDumpen.mat 

 


